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UNIVERSITY OF MAINE AT PORTLAND-GORHAM

Twelve Page~

Year
book
s
New spap ers Mer ged,
Drop ped
The UMPG Viking and
Observer havG merge o
effective irnme·,-tat e l y
in action by the Com~
munications Board this
past week. At the
same time the publications group decided
there would be no
yearbook next year .
The merger of t h e
two papers resulted
from discussions
between Viking Editor
Eddie L. Beard and
Observer Editor Paul
Whitmore. The latter
told the Communications
Board t~at one of the

main reasons f o r t he
acti on i s l ack o f fun d s
o n the p art o f the
Gorh a m newsp aper.
At t h e same t ime,
t he e d i tors re c o mme n de d
that wi t hin two weeks
a new edi tor b e pi c ked
to he a d t he merged
UMP G ne ws p ap e r . The
new editor wo uld t ake
over imme diat ely a n d
wo uld be e d itor un til
n e xt April .
The two f orme r
edi t o rs wi ll con ti n ue
on for four weeks with
the newspape r, t he
first two a s co-editors

and the last two weeks
to assist the new
editor.
The yearbook action took place after
a poll was released
that showed a majority
of students in favor
of getting rid of
yearbooks.
The interviews and
_se l ectior of the new
Editor-in-Chief of the
newspaper will take
place on Tuesday, April
11th. Applications
can be picked up in
either student union.

Schlesin ger Speaks
H e r e Saturda y Night

f:ommunity Majority Panel Named For
UMPG Long-R·a nge P lanning
Harriet Henry, former head of the Portland League of Women
Voters, has been named
Chairman of a longrange planning committee set up this past
week by President Louis
Calisti. Henry, a
graduate of George
Washington University
Law School, will head
a 24-member committee
dominated in numbers
by non-university people.
The announcement of
the new committee was
~ade public by Calisti

at a Council meeting
last week.
Calisti has
been working with that
body for about a month
in setting up the new
group.
T11e Joint Action
Commission on University Goals and Directions, as it has been
dubbed, will include
eight faculty, four
students and thirteen
community members.
At the meeting Calisti declined to reveal the names of the
committee to Council
members.
Its ultimate

Clark Kerr To Be
Graduatio n Speaker
"We have a graduation
speaker who is the number one man in higher
education today," asserted President Louis
Calisti in making the
announcement.
Clark Kerr, the
head of the Carnegie
Commission and former
President of the University of California
system, will speak at
graduation ceremonies
in the Portland Exposition Building on May
26th.
Kerr has served as
Director of the Carnegie Fund Study on the
Future of Higher Education since 1967; the
same year he was fired
by the California Board
of Regents and Ronald
Reagan. The noted educator still holds
rank as Professor of
In-dustrial Relations

at which he served as
chancellor for six
years after which he
was President of all
the California system
campuses for nine
years.
The Carnegie Commission head has served
on presidential commissions under Eisenhower,
Kennedy and Johnson.
The Phi Beta Kappan
received his Ph.D.
from Berkeley. Kerr
has written several
books:
Unions, Management and the Public,
The Uses of the University and Labor and
Management in Industrial Society.
Calisti indicated
at the Council meeting
that another speaker
had ~aid he was available that day but refused to reveal who
it was.

goal is to prepare a
general plan for implementation of obj~ctives that the committee establishes.
Calisti has placed
several limitations
upon the committee.
The administrative head
has called these limitations "givens which
should be treated as
parameters outside of
which UMPG long-range
planning should not
attempt to go."
These include that
UMPG continue as "a
multi-purpose, multilevel, public institution and as the only
university in Southern
Maine. The University
will remain at the top
of , the east coast megalopolis ... There will be
no significant change
in the socio-economic
or industrial structure of the State of
Maine.
UMPG will remain pu0lic:y supported in the same degree
as at present."
These limitations
prevent the committee
from entering into
such areas as open admissions, lower tuition or recommending an
autonomous University
of Southern Maine.
The committee is being provided $10,000 to
be divided into two
phases.
The first phase,
which is suppose to
be completed by July
1st of this year, is
to identify the needs
and demands of the
continued on back page

by H. Draper Hunt
Everyone who was
anyone in the New
Frontier attended the
party at Hickory Hill,
Attorney General Robert Kennedy ' s Virginia home. Seeing
the bespectacled man
wi i:!i1 t..he fa!ni l iar bow
tie standing at t he
edge of the pool , a
cabinet wife couldn 't
resist the temptation.
She danced over, pushed
him, and had danced
away almost before he
hit the water.
Ironically, no book he
ever wrote, no pronouncement he ever
~ade 4 not even his
celebrated friendship
with President John F.
Kennedy, brought Professor Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. more nationwide attention
than that unexpected
dip in Bobby Kennedy's
swimming pool. But
to Americans aware of
trends in the American
1

h istorical p rofes si on ,
t he name of the b ril l iant and prolific
Harvard University
h istory pro fessor was
a lready a housthold
word even before the
Hickory Hill pr~nk.
And observers of the
pos~- World War ~I
p o liti c al sce ne k new
him we l l as a liberal
Democrat , a founder of
Americans for Democrat ic Action and a friend
and supporter o f Eleanor Roosevelt, Adlai
Stevenson and the
Kennedy family .
Born in Columbus,
Ohio , the son of the
distinguished historian Arthur Meier Schlesinger, Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. grew up
with history. Tradition has the young boy
sitting in on his father ' s doctoral seminars at Harvard and
amazing the ,raduate
students with his incontinued on back page

L. Morrill Burke

Burke Gets Grievance
Committee On Promotion
L. Morrill 3urke,
Assistant Professor of
English, has been granted a grievance committee to look into the
refusal of the UMPG
administration to forward the recommendation on his promotion
after making a written
promise to do so.
The action was approved at a meeting of
the UMPG Council this
past week.
This marks
the second time this
semester that the advisory group has debated the setting up
of a grievance committee in spite of the
governance document
making it a routine,
but mandatory, action.
President Louis
Calisti outlined the
background of the dispute for the benefit
of Council members .
He explained that Burke
"has been an assistant
professor for a number
of years . 11
The chief administrative officer suggested that letters
were written indicating promotion for
Burke would come as
soon as he received
his doctorate.
William MacLeod,
Vice - President for
Academic Affairs, stated
that Burke's promotion
continueu on page two

ROTC Proposed For UMPG
The Student Affairs
Committee has delayed
until its U.is Friday
meeting a Council requested referendum on
the implementation of
an ROTC program at
this institution.
President Louis Calisti unvailed the plan,
which had been kept
secret from the college
community for over a
month.
The only financial
commitment on the part
of UMPG would be classroom and gym use.
William MacLeod,
Vice-President for
Academic Affairs, explained that Colonel
Kattar , who heads the
Bowdoin ROTC detachment, "had indicated
it was another option "
for the UMPG student .
Calisti echoed that it
would provide "an
option for the student
and -ft off~is ~inan~ial

aid . 11
The plan consists of
one hour per week of
classes and two h ours
of drill on weekends.
The drills would be in
the Gorham gym .
The Council passed
a motion, with one
opposing vote , to request the Student
Affairs Committee to
hold a "poll" of students. Several a r eas
were left opened and
differing viewpoints
on what the poll would
mean emerged.
These
issues presumably
would be decided by
the advisory group
after the results of
the poll are reported .
The differences are
mostly over meaning.
What is certain is that
both the factor of
enough interest to
justify the program
and not enough interest
continued on back page
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Ne-w McNe il Staff Me01b er Adde d
Oliver Cope, professor
of surgery emeritus at
Harvard Medical School
and senior consultant
surgeon a~ Massachusetts General Hospital
has been appointed Special Assistant to the
Chancellor of the University of Maine for
Medical Education.
Cope was named to
the position by the Uni ve rsity Board of Trustees, effective immediately. He will be on
leave of absence durirg
his one-year dppointment
with the University .
His duties with the
University will be to
carry forward the veri fication and further
development of details
for medical education.
Cope will establish
clinical arrangements
and will develop curriculum details. He
will work closely with
members of the Maine
medical profession and
hospital authorities.
He also will be active
in fund raising.
Donald McNeil, Chancellor of the University
of Maine, commented on
the appointment:
"We are extremely
fortunate that a man
with Cope's ability,
background, and enthus-

iasm will fill ~his
position. The Board
of Trustees and I are
confident he will provide Maine wi tl, the
best ?lternatives for
rnsdical education."
Cope , who will
leave active s urg ical
practice, has been
with Harvard and Massachusetts General
since he graduate from
Harvard Medical School
in 1928 , except for
one year of graduate
study in England. He
rose from the rank of
instructor to professor
and three times was
chief of surgical services and chairman of
the Harvard Department
of Surgery.
His special interests
have included burns, endocrine glar. ds, and medical education.
He developed the
burns unit at Massachusetts General and
the Boston unit of
Shriners Institute.
The monographs on burn
care,he and his staff
developed following
treatment of victims
of the Cocoanut Grove
fire in 1942 became the
standard for the armed
forces on burns during
World War II .
Cope is a past presi-

SPRING SPECIAL
TERMPAPERS UNLIMITED OF MAINE
"Providing Research
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Begga r's 1 0pera To Be Prese nted
Here Durin f/ Monih Of April ··· "
With the coming
production of Beggar's
Opera under the direction of Walter Stump,
the atmosphere of a
17th century Englisn
Inn will inundate
Russell Hall.
The
audience will be qreeted and seated by the
actors who will be responsible for all that
occurs within the inn.
In essence, the audience will become guests
of Bawdwell Inn.
Beggar's Opera is a
satire of 17th century
English society and
was written by John

ATTN
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Repairs on all
VW's - Work
Guaranteed
Free Estimates
178 Wash. Ave.
Tel: 772-1121

Gay. Within this play,
there.is yet another
play. An English acting troupe will endeavor to perform this comedy for the guests of
the Bawdwell Inn in
exchange for room and
board at this esteemed
establishmen t.
Throughout the production, various interacts will be going on.
Some of the troupe will
sing madrigals. A
recorder group will
play and acrobats will
perform feats requiring great skill.
English orange girls

will be selling oranges
and English tarts, And
naturally, an English
inn could not exist
without beggars and
thieves!
Beggar's Opera offers
a wide variety of entertainment and an
opportunity to experience a little of 17th
century England.
The dates for this
production will be:
April 14, 15, 19,
2 0 , 21 , 2 2 , 2 3 .
Curtain time will be 8:00
p.m. with the exception
of 2:30 p.m. on the
23rd, Parents Day .

HEP Repo rt Set
For This Mont h
The last part of
this month is now the
date set for the re1€ase of the final
report of the Higher
Education Planning
Commission. The group,
headed by federal
judge Frank Coffin ,
was appointed by Chancellor Donald McNeil
in the spring of 1969.
On November 11th,
1969 the Commission
made recommendatio ns
on the missions of
the various campuses.
This report, which

Wild Geese
I saw wild geese as north they came
And call ed th e m "honk ers " name for name
Higher and high er yet they fly
Lifting their wings in the springtime sky
Th e ir searching cry is a haunting song
And the wind will echo their hoarse, hoarse song .
Don Conant

is presently at the
printers, promises to
be less controversial
than that previous report which downgraded
some of the smaller
state college campuses against a powerful
political backlash .
The study this
time will provide a ten
year "super" master
plan for the university
system as a whole.
It will deal with
specific programs,
enrollments and educational trends.
Sources who saw
the f inal draft re port that the recommendations have been
watered down.
The
study will go to the
Chancellor.
It will
be up to his office to
recommend or not recommend implementatio n of
each section of the
report.

·· '

per page

( )ur Hecently Expanded Library
Has Over 10,000 Titles
Act Now for Your Own Peace of Mind!

Call 945-6726
Offer Good Only Thru April 30, 1972

P. 0. Box 243
Room 33, 9 Broad Street
Bangor, Me. 04401

Seeret Letters Show
Disput e Betwee n MeN eil
and Truste e Membe rs
The Viking- Observer
has learned through confidential sources that
a dispute has broken
out between Chancellor
Donald McNeil and
Board of Trustee members Vaughn Currier
and James (Bill) Page.
The spat appears to
be over whether the
University of Maine at
Fort Kent should have
the power to buy property as it comes on
the market.
Apparently Board
members were brought
into the argument at
the beginning. McNeil
is said to have written
letters of apology to
both Currier and Page
over the incident.
The Chancellor's Office

declined to comment on
the matter.
Last week, McNeil
sent a letter to
Board of Trustee Chairman Lawrence Cutler.
The confidential letter
stated:
"The enclosed
copies of the lette rs
to Page and Currier
will show how for the
umpteeth time I have
apologized, especially
to Bill."
In another secret
letter to President
Richard Spath of Fort
Kent, McNeil noted
the apologies and indicated that lack of
money to build up a
pool to purchase property has been the reason why quick buying
has not come about.

Woodruf f Resigns MCLU Position
Neville Woodruff,
Law School Professor,
has submitted his resignation as executive
director of the Maine
Civil Liberties Union ,
effective April 30,
1972.
The young law school
professor cited the
lack of MCLU fi nances
as his reason for resigning .
He has been awarded
a Reginald Heber Smith
Community Lawyer Fellow-

ship for the 1972- 73
program year and will
be assigned to Pine
Tree Legal Assistance,
Inc.
In his resignation
letter, Woodruff stated,
"I have enjoyed my work
for the Maine Civil
Liberties Union . I
have lived with the
fr ustrations and insecurity inherent in the
position. I have been
pleased with our successes, which have been
many."

dent of the American
Surgical Association, a
member of the Boston
and New England Surgical
Associations , and numerous other medical organizations.
He has written more
than 150 articles,
three books and many
chapters in surgical
textbooks . His writi ngs have covered burns,
endocrine gland surgery,
and medical education.
Cope and his wife,
Alice, expect to move
to Maine in the near
future. His office
will be in Portland.
The position as Special
Assistant to the Chancellor is part of the
Special Session appropriation of $75,000 for
medical education.

Burke Promotio n
continued from page one
has never been denied.
"It was merely postponed," _said MacLeod,
who was serving · as
Burke's division head
at the time of the
original recommendatio n.
"A personnel recommendation was postponed
until he recei ved his
Ph.D and then he would
be eligible for reconsideration."
MacLeod was in fact
inv olved in Burk~·s
promotion in t~iree
separate offices. When
he was division head,
Acting President and
as Academic VicePresident.
While MacLeod was
President, Robert
York, presently Dean
of Graduate Studies,
was serving as Dean
of Academic Affairs.
In that position York
wrote letters to four
faculty members stating
that as soon as they
received their doctorates their promotion
would be recommended to
the Board of Trustees .
TQe tou~ faculty members were James Sullivan
of Physical Education,
John Jacquep of English, Melvin Pic'l of
Speech and Burke. All
four received their doctorates. All but Burke
were promoted.
Calisti explained to
the Council last week
that Burke sought legal
counsel . Burke's attorney met wi th the
university attorney
and the UMP G President
said that he thought
the matter was "dropped.
Coincidentall y
Burke's attorney is
Daniel Drummond, hus-'
band of Council member
Janet Drummond . She
abstained in the Wednesd ay vote.
The matter, according to Calisti, now
rested with the department personnel
committee.
"We did
not want legal action
in the past to in any
way influence the department recommendation," stated the campus head .
"He could have done
it (the promotion) by
administrativ e f iat,
but we wo uld have had
an uproar," asserted
Calisti.
"We now must
make sure that we do
not prejudice in any
way the peer group
review."
Burke's contention
is that York's let te r
in his capacity as
academic dean was a
commitment .
That appears to be the issue
that the grievance
committee will decide .

~
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MeN eil Oppo sed
·To Priva te Sehoo l Bill
Chancellor Donald
McNeil will come out
this week against the
bill passed by the legislature which provides
public aid for private
school students.
While McNeil is not
opposed to the concept,
he states in a secret
memorandum that he is
opposed to "the details
and ramificatlons cf the
$150,000 package ·the
Special Session passed."
The bill would provide up to $800 for
Maine students to at-

~
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Equal Opport unity

tend a private Maine
college. The bill
would be limited to a
family income aid
level of $10,000 and
would give preference
to those private institutions which have
had an enrollment decline since 1969.
The Chancellor will

base his objection on
First,
two points.
that a commission set
up for the very purpose of studying financial aid is not even
scheduled to report until next year . Second,
and his biggest obiection, is that the bill
calls on the Higher

Honora riums To
Be Investi gated

given most attention was
the recognition of peoThe status of honople who finance a buildrary degrees and the
i~o for either naming
naming of campus buildArchitectural Series
ings ~ill be the tasks
the building or the
of a new Councilgiving of an honorary
accommittee
created
degree. No one on the
Being Offered Here
cording to action last
Council seemed to be
week by the parent
aware that people do
Greater Portland
body. President Louis
not give money for
Landmarks and the PortCalisti asked for the
buildings ·here. Most
land Society of Art offer committee.
buildings already named
THE ARCHITECTURE OF
Council member Henry
were done so to honor
PORTLAND, MAINE, an
Monsen stated that an
people who served the
eight-part lecture
honorary degree should
university. Honorary
series tracing the
connote scholarship.
degrees, such as the
development of Portland
If it does not, stated
one to Arthur Benoit
the sociology de}' artarchitecture from the
this year, have been
ment chairman, "it
seventeenth century to
given for the same
the present.
strictly speaking beNone for
reason.
comes merely a piece
Earle Shettleworth,
building a building.
of paper." H. Draper
a Portland native and
Al tern a ti ves to
a graudate of Colby
Hunt, history professor,
honorary degrees were
College, will conduct
disagreed stating that
Some
also discussed.
scholarship is only
the lecture series. He
type of certificate of
one reason for giving
is currently a doctoral
merit received the
that type of degree.
candidate in American
most interest.
Calisti stated "if
and DecorIt is not known
you are going to do it,
ative Arts in the Amerwhat affect the council
I would propose you do
ican and New England
action will have on
it for local persons to
Studies Program at
honorary degrees for
recognize scholarship."
Boston University
this year. It is gettGraduate School. He
Various reasons for
ing pretty late in the
grant~ng honorary deis the holder of a
semester with graduagrees and not granting
fellowship of the
tion only seven weeks
Society of New England
and the naming of buildaway to be thinking of
Antiquit,ies.
ings were discussed.
who to give the awards
In April the program
Surprisingly, the area
to.
is:
17th and 18th
3:
Century Begi~nings
9-10: The Federal
Style
You have a
16-17: The Greek Revival
23-24: The Gothic Revival
In May the program
is:
212-442-0262
30-1: The Italianate
Style
(:au at our expense
The Great Fire of
7-8:
A ~01\i-PHOFIT SERVICE
1866 and the Challenge
of Rebuilding
14-15: The Late 19th
Century: The Ir. pact
of Francis Henry Fassett
and John Calvin Stevens

Organi zer Sele ... tedAr~hitect~r~
._,

President Louis Calisti has announced the
appointment of Dr.
Helen Batchelor as
Coordinator of Equal
Opportunity for the
University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham.
Batchelor will be responsible for formulating and implementing an Affirmative
Action plan for UMPG.
The plan, while studying the status of women
at UMPG, will also
concentrate on developing positive and
_creative programs to
insure equal employment opportunities for
all minority groups.
Batchelor will begin her study by conducting a data analysis of all. employees
to determine their
status in such areas
as age, sex, title of
position, number of
promotions, tenure and
salary, among othe rs.
She will b e looking
into questions such as
the ratio of men to
wome n employees and
the promotion rate of
minority groups.

As the plan is implemented, Batchelor
will prepare a progress report to be
submitted to Calisti,
and she will continue
to prepare periodic
Chanstatus reports.
cellor Donald McNeil
will file Affirmative
Action plans , from all
of the University's
campuses with the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare.
A graduate of the
University of Alabama,
Batchelor holds M.A.
and Ph.D. degrees from
Syracuse University.
She has held numerous
teaching positions,
most recently as Assistant professor at
Kansas State University, and has been
widely published.
Batchelor has been
active in the Women's
Caucus of the Modern
Language Association
and is an associate
member of Federally
Employed Women, a
group concerned with
equal opportunities for
women.

We're Open!

Legal ABORTION
CHOICE

I

21-22: The Restless City:
Portland in the 20th Century
Time: Sundays, 7:30
p.m. and Mondays, 9:30
a. m.
Place: Portland Museum of Art, 111 High
Street
$12
Series Cost:
members of Landmarks or
$15 nonArt Museum.
members or $2.50 per
session. Limited registration.

TB Test For
Student Teachers

834 MAIN ST., WESTBROOK
(FORMERLY BENOIT'S)

FOR THE YOUNG AT HEART
(lO o/c DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS
_, BEARING I.D. CARDS)

A tuberculin test is
required before juniors
begin their student
teaching.
The Health Service
staff will hold a T.B.
testing clinic for all
Portland and Gorham
Juniors in the School
of Education at Robie
Hall Center, Gorham
campus, on April 24th
between 8:00 and noon.
All seniors graduating from the School
of Education in January 01973 who have not
had a tuberculin test
should also attend the
clinic.

Education Commission to
judge the scholarship
awards.
The awarding Commission is made up of the
campus presidents, VTI
directors, private college presidents, the
Commissioner of Education and McNeil.
McNeil believes that
the Commission is made
up of members who are
too important to be
given the busy work of
studying financial aid
applications and judging them.
In a secret letter
to Carroll McGary, the
Commissioner of Education, McNeil states:
"I have so m.3:ny questions
about this ... "
Indications in the
confidential McGary
letter show the major
duties of the bill being shifted to the Department of Education
rather than the Commission. This is puzzling
in view of other confidential reports that
McNeil will base his
main opposition to
the legislation on the
top campus administrators having better
things to do.

Volunteers To Meet
There will be a
meeting for anyone
interested in Volunteer Services on Thursday at 3:00 p.m. in
the conference room
on the lower level of
the Dining Center on
the Gorham campus.
Kathleen Hojnacki,
organizer for the
meeting, states, "We
will be talking about
forming an organization of vo lunteers as
well as a proposal for
securing academic credit for volunteer serv.i ce for those who deI hope a
sire it.
lot of students will
come and share their
ideas ."

Now that you can fly to Europe for peanuts,
here's how·little you shell out to get around:
$130 for Two Months of unlimited rail travel in ·
Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg,
Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.

You shell out $130, and get a Student-Railpass.
All you-need is the bread and something to show you're
a bona fide student between 14 and 25.
Our Student-Railpass gives you all that unlimited
rail travel on the 100,000 mile railroad networks of those
13 countries. For two foot-loose months. So with low air
fares and Student-Railpass you've got Europe made.
Our Student-Railpass gets you Second Class
travel on our trains. You'll find that there's very little
second class about Second Class. Besides being comfortable, clean, fast, and absurdly punctual, the Euro-

pean trains have some other advantages for you. They
take you from city center to city center, so you don't have
to hassle airports. And _the stations are helpful homes
away from home, with Pictograms that give you information in the universal language of signs, and dining rooms,
bookstores and other helpful facilities.
Now, here's the catch. You can't get your
Student-Railpass or the regular First 1Class Eura ilpass in
Europe-you have to get them before you leave the country. So see your Travel Agent soon. Meanwhile, send in
the coupon for a free folder, complete with railroad map.

-----------------------------------------------------------·
STUDENJ•RAILPASS
The way to see Europe without feeling like a tourist.

Eurailpass is valid in Austria, Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany, Holland, Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland.
Eurailpass, Box 90, Lindenhurst, New York 11757.

Please send me your free Eurailpass folder with railroad map.

□

Or your Student-Rail pass folder order form.

□

Name_ ___________ ___ Street_l_ 9_2_ _c____________ ______
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ State
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Regional D egrees
Board Chairman
H eavy Among
Sends Congratulations
l!MPG Faculty

Eighty-six per cent
of UMPG faculty received
at least one academic
degree in New England
or the Middle Atlantic
States.
73 per cent
earned at least one
degree in New England.
The recently released five volume
document compiled for
use by the New England
Association of Schools
and Colleges, which will
be making their visit
starting next Monday,
discloses only 29 teachers out of 208 receiving degrees outside of the Northeast.
Five of the 29 were
earned exclusively out
of the country.
151 of
208 received degrees in
New England.
,
Of 54 administrators
listed'in the study,
only nine per cent
did not receive a degree in New England or
New York.
One has not
received a degree as
yet. Nine received a
degree from one of the
many historical precedents of UMP G, 14
from Orono and four
from other Maine colleoes.
This makes
just over one-half receiving degrees from
Maine.
79 per cent
received a degree in
New England.
If one
includes New York, 91
per cent have earned
degrees in the extreme
Northeast.
Thirty per cent of
the School of Education

earned at least one
degree at UMPG.
57
per cent earned a degree in Maine.
78 per
cent received one in
either Maine or Massachusetts.
Only 4 out
of the 46 members did
not earn a degree in
New England or the
Middle Atlantic States.

EDUCATION . DEAN REPORT
WILL BE CRITI~IZED
In a so-secret letter that i t has not
even been written yet,
the affirmative action
report relating to the
selection of the Dean
of the School of Education is coming under
attack.
The Chancellor's
Office is now requiring reports on all
top administrative
appointments as to the
extent that the search
committee sought women
and minority candidates.
Helen Batchelor,
the new affirmative
action administrator
at UMPG, has not even
dried her seat off
before she will receive a letter from
the Chancellor's Affirmative Action representative on the
education dean report.
Ruth Benson, Director of Equal Opportunity for the university
system, wi ll describe
the report ~s chaotic
and lacking in information.
"Some very spec-

The Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States, N ew York, NY. An Equal Opportunity Employer. M / F

Lawrence Cutler ,
Chairman of the Univers~ty of Maine Board of
Trustees, has congratulated the accreditation
steering committee
here for its work in
composing a five-volume study ror the
accreditation visit
t:1is next week.
The complete text
of a letter from Cutler
to President Louis Calisti follows:
"On .behalf of the
Board of Trustees I am
writing to thanK yuu
and the entire ~a~~~~nd
Gorham campus community
for the copies which
you supplied to us of
the self-study reific questions remain
unanswered," will write
the affirmative action
head.
At the same time,
it has been learned by
other secret letters
that university-wide
services, previously
exempt from compiling
a separate affirmative
action program, will
now have to come up
with a document.
"In our discussions
of writing affirmative
action documents, we
have continued to assume that UWS did not
need to have a document of its own.
But
I now feel that that is
mistaken," one of the
confidential letters
reads.

THE EQUITABLE

For a free 18" x 24" poster of this advertisement, write: The Equitable, Dept. F, G. P.O. Box 1170, New York, N .Y. 10001
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port for accreditation.
You will understand when I say
that I cannot yet comment on the content
of the five volumes!
However, the very size
of the report is a demonstration of the energy and institutional
commitment which has
been invested by so
many people at UMPG.
"The Board merabers,
I am sure, will find
tnis document ·a highly
informative resource
over the coming months.
The Board understands
what the visiting
accreditation team may
never realize, that you
and your people have
accomplished a monumental task: you have
built a proud institution in a handful of
months. We congratulate you on the progress which has been
made, and wish you well
in the accreditation
process."
/s/ Larry

Gorham Campus
Questionnaire
QtJE~TION: Should there be a UMPG yearbook next
year? Did you like the Gorham yearbook this year?
Don Blanchette - Junior
The only thing I can say about this year's yearbook
is that it was certainly different. Considering what this
year's editor had to work with, the yearbook turned
out better compared to what it could have been like.
Personally~ I feel that there should be a yearbook next
year. Unlike previous years when everyone paid for a
yearbook whether they wanted one or not, it is left up
to each student whether he wants one or not. I'm
quite confident that next year's yearbook will be fairly
decent because we've a..-1 editor that won't abandon the
job!
Patricia Glass -- Sophomore
Yes, I hope there will be a yearbook next year. I
think that a yearbook is a nice representation of the
memories of the year past. I understand that there
was a mix-up with the editor of last year's book and
its publishing and that the book was assembled by this
year's editor. Taking all this into consideration, I think
errors could be excused and that the editor deserves a
bit of our appreciation and thanks for her time and effort; that the book was a well done job under the circumstances.
Paul Vachon - Senior
There were unfortunate circumstances behind the
failings of the 1971 yearbook. However, this should
not hinder the efforts for a I 972 edition.
Considering the price that we must now pay, I would
expect a top-notch professional job.
Debra Farwell - Sophomore
I think that the idea of a merged yearbook is great.
Most seniors want a yearbook - its unfortunate that
the book must be so expensive
I didn't like the yearbook this year because of the
poor way it was put together. (repeated pictures, seniors left out and juniors in their places, sorority and
fraternity mix-ups). The idea of a yearbook has possibilities.
Pat Poto - Sophomore
If the campuses are to l:ie merged, then I also feel the
activities should be merged. If they continue as seoarate functions, UMPG will be merged in name only. •
To say the least, I've seen better yearbooks in my
life, but c21sidering the circumstances, it was about all
that could be expected. It might have been better if
the money was refunded .

Debbie Washburn - Sophomore
Yes, I think there definitely should be a yearbook
next year. This last yearbook was very bad in the fact
that there was such poor organizing that went into _putting the yeari:>ook together. I understand that the editor took off with most of the material, but I don't
think the yearbook should have been published and
distributed to the student body without more organization, a better choice of photographs and a much better lay-out in general. There were key pictures missing
from the yearbook, including one fraternity picture.
This campus is composed of a number of organizations and each one is just as important as the next. I
don't think it is rig'.1t to publish a college yearbook and
om it any of these organizations. I think that with
more time and wit_h a group of people that the student
body can depend on without taking off, next year's
yearbook could be a much better one than this year.
After all you only go through college once, and a lot of
students could like to have a yearbook they could refer
back to in the years to come. However, if you don't
want one, no one is forcing you to buy one and therefore you don't have to.

Fred Conti - Senior
To begin with, I didn't realize that we had a yearbook this year. Of course I did like the comic book
that we received a few weeks back; You know
the one with the funny pictures, some 3 or 4 years old.
The yearbook is in tended mostly for seniors, so that
they may look back upon their glorious years at UMPG.
For their sake publication of next years yearbook
should be a must. But please, make it worthwhile and
not a composite of Photographic Junk.
John Picone - Junior
Yes. When a person graduates he would li'.~e something to recollect back to his college years.
No. I thought it was the most unorganized yearbook
that Gorham has produced. It would probably have to
be rated lower than the high school level yearbook.
The yearbook staff of next year should be made of
more trusted and talented people than of former years .•
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Our New Bag
( o,, OW' old bag updated)
We're into two things really new: 10
speed performance bikes, and light
weight backpacking g e a r. Cycling
and backpacking will fill your warmer
months with exercise, fresh air, and a
chance to see Maine's great outdoors.
We have bikes, tents, frames, sleeping
bags, packs and accessories for
everyone and we back it all up with
the service you've come to expect
from The Chalet.
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VIKI NG-O BSER VER
Edito r-In- Chie f
Vaca ncy
Absolute ly No
Experien ee Neeessar y

Free Tuition Waiver
for Student Pieked

The new editor-in-chie f will have full authority to operate with
approximately $10,000 budg et to put out the m erged UMPG newspap er.-

New Editor Will Be
Pieked Next Tuesday

Ask The Viking
Q. What does it cost
UMPG for publishing
"The Weekly Cal endar "
(Public Information
staff time and print' ing costs)?
A.
The cost of publishing the Weekly
Calendar is approximately $40 per week.
The editor of the
calendar spends approximatly 20 hours per
week _ gatpering, writ£ng, ed£tin~ and lay( ing out t:ic ~alendar
which amounts to $70
more .

Is there anythingin "Tne wt::ek ly Calen dar" nc .. ~.lready
printed in either " The
Viking" or the UMPG
Student Activities
Calendar" .
Q.

A.
The Weekly Calendar,
established primarily
as a vehicle of communi cat .i crn i: u ,_ the fa cu 1 t y
anC s~e&~ Pt [MPG,
may indeed r e peat items
carried by the student
press and the Student
Activities Calendar;
however, i t concerns
itself specifically
with items of interest
perhaps more relevant
to the non -s tudent community .

Cou J:u ~1e March 6
issue o"' '"T'he WeE'kly
Calendar " have been
printed on two _oaaes
of paper insteqd Gf
four , or were the picture of a man walking
through the snow and
the blank page four
needed for aesthetics .
Q.

Piek Up Applieat ion
In Either Student Union

A.
Bryant Jones , Director of Public Inrormation, ,answers
this question as he
did the first two:
"Aesthetics.
Since
the calendar goes out
upon request to other
colleges and universities and interested
members of the general
public; and since the
UMPG community seems
to be suffering from
over communication s
through mimeographed
and dittoed memorandum
and notices (usually
considered round file
material) i t was felt
that a publication
which reflected a bit
more stability and
credibility was needed .
"As I mention ed before, the calendar was
set up primarily for
use by faculty and
staff.
If they don't
use i t you are bound
to get a blank page
once in a while."

Budget Decisions
The Board of Trustees will make the
final decisions on
the 1972 - 73 operating
budget at a special
meeting on April 19 .
The Board has to
come up with $300 ,
000 or cut that
amount from present
budget plans .
Both the Orono
and Portland Student
governments are recommending no tuition
hikes.
Instead they
con tend tntt there are
several areas of the
present budget that
can be cut and presumab l y they would

Intern ships In
Econom ie
Develo pment
Applications for the
1 972 Student Internship in
Economic Development (SIED)
progam sponsored by the
New England Board of High er
Education (NEBHE) must be
submitted to NEBHE , 20
Walnut Street , Welleslev.
Mass . 02181, by Apri l 3 ,
19 72 .
Notification of the
SIED program has been
made throughout New England . Students interested
in the program, funded
principa l ly by the New
England Regional Commis sion , are aCvised to inquire at their campus or
NEBHE headquarters .
Interested faculty who
wi sh to fi l e internship
project proposals should
submit them to NEBHE n~
later than March 27 .
Up to forty graduate
and undergraduate students will be selected
by NEBHE from New England's
public and private colleges
a n d universities to work
for a period of twelve
weeks during the summer of
1972 in special projects
for regional , state, and
local economic development
agencies .
Graduate students will
receive an educational
allowance of $100 per
week . bndergraduate
students will receive an
educational allowance of
$90 per week .
be g l ad to put them
i n front or Tru stee
members if admini strators fail to do so .

Edi tor- in-Chief Eddie L . Beard has announced his resignation effective
in t wo week s.
"The Gorham facul t y have been heard to say that the Viking
dyn a s t y will be here next ye,ar," stated the outgoing editor .
"Now the
star k reality of the closing hours for the Class of '72 are upon us.
Le t us all depart with a feeling that our l i ves at the University of
Mai ne at Portland-Gorh am have been worthwhile anu that the things we
have done will live after us .
It is with great relief that I step down
and give the position to a whole new person.
The future of this instit u tion r e s t s with those that come after us.
Let us hope that they display the enthusiasm that is comparable with that given by the members
of our class . " Next week, the newspaper will be dedicated to the Class
of '72 and a recap of the last four years at UMPG .

A Job For Every One
Flowers ind Antiques
The Gorham campus
has op e n ings for house
director residencies
fo r g raduate students .
This also applies to
other colleges withi n
the system.
It would
be well for those in te r ested in further i ng
their studies to l ook
int o these . On the
Gorham camp u s, cont act J err y S u l livan
for more in formation
and appl i cat i ons .
There is a selfadmini stered test
available for underclassmen : THE SELF
DIRECTED SEARCH, a
guide to educational and
vocational planning.
It ' ~ designed to give
the underclassman insight into occupations
which will coincide
with his abilities .
The
necessary forms to take
the exam may be obtained
at the Placement Office
in Payson Smith .
The Marine Corps has
come up with a new Officer Training Program,
which anyone from freshman to junior can take
advantage of .
There
is no on campus training involved and you
are commissioned a
Second Lieutenant on
graduation.

by Don Lamontagne

•

Legal aid is seeking
volunteers to assist
in p r eparing a case to
protect the civil rights
of pati ents a t Augusta
State Hospital . This
would be great experience for all the sociology and psychology
majors .
A Navy recruiter will
be in the Augusta area
from April 3- 14, and
Bangor April 17- 24,
looking for civilian
typist-stenos to work
in Washington, D. C.
Consult the bulletin
board in the front
lobby of Payson-Smith
for the name and ad dress of the recruiter .
Fred Freise, Place ment Director, has
handout lists for se niors interested in
obtaining the names of
Bchool superintende nts
+rom Augusta on down,
in the stat~, and on
job contacts in Boston
for various ~ajors .
Now is the time to
get registered for
summer employment. New
jobs are being listed

McNeil Named to Committ ee
University of Maine
Chancellor Donald McNeil is one of seven
representativ es of government and higher education named recently
to a poiicy ~~vel steering commi~~c~ to guide
a nationwide program
for higher education
information exchange .
McNeil and other
members of the steer ing committee will be
responsible for the
direction of the Information Exchange Procedures project of the
National Center for
Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS)
at the Western Interstate Commission for
Hi gher Education (WICHE)
wh i ch is headquartered
in Boulder, Colorado.

The Information Exchange Procedures project will develop
standard definitions
and procedures to be
agreed upon by institutions and agencies
participating in NCHEMS.
The National Center
,for Higher Education
Management Systems at
WICHE seeks the improvement of higher
education institutiona l
management, statewide
coordination of higher
education, and decision
making affecting higher
education at the national level .
The
Center currently serves
a constitutency of over
700 colleges, universities and commissions
in the United States
and abroad .

646 Congress St.

Portl1nd. Me.

every day, and taken
by the early birds.
If you have any
questions about federal
employment, here is a
TOLL- FREE number you
can call here in Maine:
1 - 800 - 452 - 8732 Ext 269.
Hartford Hospital
will be recruiting
for nurses on the Portland campus on April
6.
Anyone else who is
interested in health
related careers, the
Career Information Room
has a book from the
American Hospital Association listing educational programs in
at least twenty-five
occupations in. accreCiteC s~1ools throughout
the Un ited States.
UPDATED TEACHER INTERVIEW .L IST-Gorham campus
April 4 - Supervisory
Union #21, New Hampshire Southern Coastal
Areas - all subjects.
April 5 - Penacook,
New Hampshire - I.A.
Grades 1-4, Gr. 5 -6
Math, Grades 5-6
Science, Gr . 9-12 Eng lish.
~rril 11-Hudson, New
H~mpshire - all subjects . Note that this
date has been changed
to April 11.
If you
are scheduled for an
interview with Hudson,
please contact the
Placement Office to reschedule an appointment
for this date.
April 12 - PortsmouthCranston, Rhode Islandall subjects.
April 27 - TEACHER
PLACEMENT DAY - Hill
Gymnasium .
May 11 - U.S . Navy,
Cambridge, Massachusetts - Student Lounge.
If interested in an
interview, call the
Gorham Placement Office,
1st floor Corthell Hall,
Ext 241 or 242 for
appintment6 at your
earliest CJnvenience.
Interview schedules are
filling up early.
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~ce rjd ita tio ll Tea JD qu iz
Following ,is a lis~ of questions dealing with the recently completed accreditation selfstudy submi~~ed on behalf of UMPG to the Acc{editation Team of the New England Association of
Uriiver~ities and College~, - While reading the questions, recognize that the steering committee
that compiLed and wrott i t ; wo~ked long hours.
The purpose of printing the questionnaire is to
gi v~ the team an accurate '. vf ~w of the ins tit uti on.
Only when the visiting team realizes the
truth witho~t · the IOfe cdlpred statements of the report, will UMPG receive proper treatment by
t _h e visiting 'team;
For scoriflg, the acc'reditation team only has to receive a answer on the question.
If the
abswer ~i c6±EJct the insti~ubidn r~ceives a point, incorrect no point .
Four points ire awarded
for · the institution surviving t _h e 1 9 st four !]'ears.

1.
The report states (Page I-1) tnat Gorham~·
state College "had been offering a bachelor! s.
degree ... in liberal arts since 19 67 . 11 • F~hd · .
out how many degrees were offered c;md undet :. '.
what form of accreditation .
·, '- , .
2. How many Master of Engineering degre_es )"ia~
the institution offerred and what _educµtiona-1
resources are available for the program {Page ,
I-3)?
,
3. Ask the institution why it bases its lnstitutional objectives on the Coles ' Commission
and HEP commission when neither report was _
adopted by the university or in any way re- ,
fleets a mission of the university (Page I--3)?
4. Ask t: 1 e· institutHn why it take.s pride with
establishing SCOGIS as innovative progreEs
when the School had to operate on a total $9000
budget (Page I-4)?
· '
·
5.
The report states (Page I-4):
"The Board of
Trustees has placed high priority on the development of both one- and two-year programs. 11
Find out if there has been any budgetary · com- .
mitment for one or two- year f,rograms in the
Portland area.
~ .,
6.
What actual plans have been made for ' the
Advanced Study and Research Center (Page I:_5)?
7. What actual programs, besides the Adult
Learning Center does the university offer the
Portland poor?
8. The report states (Page I~S) as part of its
mission:
"To fulfill its unique responslbilit y
as the only urban university in the sta te by
uniting its skills and resourceG with those of
greater Portland? How has the university fulfilled this mission?
9. The report states (Page I-5) "moreover, the
University combines the advantage of both a
commuter campus and a residential campus." How
does the insitution justify th~ statement that
it is an advantage, beyond existing construction ,
to ~ave two campuses twelve miles apart?
10. The report states (Page I-5) '" Ti.1e objectives
described above have been synthesized frbm various commission reports, legislative actions •.. "
Ask the insitution why it cites commission reports which were rrot adopted and legislative actions that have never reflected a mission for
southern Maine.
11.
The report states (Page I-6) that 11 the
insitution's objectives are both a response
to and a reflection of conte~porary social concern. 11 Elsewbere (Page I-5) 11 specific u.MPG
objectives have not yet been developed .. . "
Find a contradiction .
12. Why is there several Criminal Justice
Certificate programs administered by different divisions (Page I-7)?
13. Why does the report single out the old
Law School building as a place where para-i
professional and technical programs may result when the people of Model Cities believe it is suppose to be used for a communityuniversity center (Page I-8)?
14. The report states '(Paae I-9) that the
university will be "sharing instructiona l
staffs within the next five years with public
and private insitutions." How many sharings
are planned beyond the one professor with Bow<loin that presently exists?
15. The report outlines as one of the things
it will be doing in the nPxt five years as rnaking a fresh confrontation .•. •••i th the problems
of the urban area.'' What has it done in the
past and . what is it planning on doing? .
16. The report states that it plans ti th~ expansion over the next five years of one ahd
two-year terminal programs, both professional
and paraprofessio nal (Page I-10). 11 How do you
expand something you do not have?
17. The report exhorts (Page I-10) "The university must also weigh the feasibility of an
open-admissio ns policy in conjunction with
procedures for transfer to four-year-deg ree
programs. 11 Is this an unrealistic wish or a
logical plan?
18. The report proposes (Page I-10) that a
director of academic planning and institutional research be naned.
"'l'nis orficer .•. will be
charged wi t~1 col:ecting C::ata on faculty, students, and administratio n in addition to p1anning academic programs." what types of data ·
would this guy collect and for what purposes?
19. The above officer is responsible, among
other things, for "student growth" (Page I-11) .
What does this mean?
20. The report shows both a Director of Pu- .
blic Service and a Dire.ctor of continuing
Education and Summer Session (Page II-6).
What is the actual differentiati on of duties
of the two posi 1:1.uns?
21. The repo~~ :!.i.sts ( Page II-6) a Center
Director for Gorham. What is the need for
this post?
22. As 'a profession of a member of the trustees the report lists "graduate student" . (Page.
II-8). Note that the position is not ex officio
and find out on whose estate he lives.
II

23.

The 'report (Page II-9) fails to state under

. relationship of· chief executive office and go-

tte r ntng board that; ( a) Chancellor serves at
·pieasure o-f the ,Board of Trustees; (b) President
s.efv~s at . pleasure of the Board of Trustees; or
:( a) 'j a11 · o.f the above.
~4t .· "'!'he report ' (Page II-.11) states about the
'co~neil: , 't-- the fact that its membership is composeo cf faculty , students, administrato rs, and
cominu~ity 'representativ es, gives it a strong
v61ce•; in · the . formulation of university policies."
?esides the logical fallacy of connecting membetship an<l influence and in addition to there
beingd:nily one cortununity representativ e, find
out ' on~ university policy that the Council has
either recommended or been involved in formula.ting'?,
26·. •· Find out why the "President's Advisory
Boa.rd" . {Page II-11) has never appeared in print
prior to the self-study or communicated in any
way· ·to the university community.
26 •, ,, How many decisions has this advisory board
haa. a determin~ng: influence on?
:n·.., The repo rt states (Page II-14) that the
tleart "shall consblt systematicall y with faculty
~n·a students about the appointmt..!lt and cont;inuing ' evaluation" of associate and assistant
deans. !s this done?
28 • '. The report , (Page II-14) "explains II that
thet? occurred ha de facto cut in , the operating
bupget resulted from separating the Portland
campµs from the parent campus at Orono.
Ask
for th~ 69 - 70 and 71-72 operating budgets for
the university and add $100,000 appropriated
for the separation to 71-72 and is there a
low13.t1 figure?
·
29,
Ttie report asserts "The Dean of Graduate
Stt.1dies, while effectively administering the
e~isting- graduate program, does not have the
fuli cooperation of all academic departments
in builtling new graduate curricula" (Page II15) • Fihd out if this is full of -bullshit.
30. · Find out what the future budgetary commitmeht is to graduate programs.
31. - The report states (Page II-16) that SCOGIS
"ha$ been slowed for several reasons. The Dean
has ·b~en handicapped l:y heavy teaching commitmehts ••. (Find out why the Dean of the School was
saddled with the teaching commitments, by whom.
and the name of his full-time successor) ... a
relatively small budget . . . (Find out why and by
whom) ! .. and his own status as acting dean ... (Who
made him ~cting and if he is an acting dean why
there ~s no search or opening for a permanent
dean) . "
~2. The ,report states (Page II-16): The · faculty bf r the College of Liberal Arts, the largest
academic unit in the University, is physically
divided. ti How can this unit be the largest when
the School of Education comprises a majority of
the student body. For additional crectit, find
out why the report in all its pagej never mentioned, except in one table, that a majority of
studen;ts are education majors.
33 . Find out why the report did not mention
that the six hours in interdiscipli nary
cours~s that it cites has never been in effect
and is 1 presently suspended (Page III-1).
34. The report cites (Page III-4) as a reason
for taking electives "to take advantage of
faculty competence." Let them justify that
there is faculty competence.
35. The report states (Page III-4) that "Typical examples of the role of electives may be
found in the university catalog under each of
the tnaj6r programs. 11 Ask them for the page
numbers and, also, if there is a role to elec-tives beyond being pure electives, what is it?
36 . !!'he report states (Page III-4) that "The
new 9eneral education requirements of 30 semester hours resulted in either a reduction or increase for most programs." What reductions or
increases came abo~t if any?
37. The report states (Page III-7) that "committeeS in the College of Liberal Arts are developihg interdiscipli nary courses for each of
the . four acad~mic areas ... '! How many courses
are actually being developed?
38 • '·How many Students are enrolled in the Ronors Program and how many students with 3.0
average or above do not get invited to join
(Page lII-7)?
39 • . The report· states (Page III-7) that the
"university grants credit for the introductory
course ·in a subject field to an enrolled student
who presents ~ompetency in that field by completing the appropriate Advanced Examination ... 11
Find out if any student has been granted credit
and 'if . this option has been communicated to the
s~udent ,body . ,
11 .A hi'gher percentage
40.
of ABA graduates re main in ·the region than do graduates of the
baccalaureate programs (Page III-17) . 11 Where
did this statistic come from?
41. The · report states (Page III-18) that enrollment by coutse level in the evening were
2,710 first year, 550 second year, 1369 third
year ·and 256 fourth year. Does this just re"
11

I.

'

l

;,

I

fleet on course numbering or on the actual le vel
of the courses?
42. The report cites (Page III-19) ten towns
in which courses or programi:; a.1.c- v~fered. How
many of these towns offer no-~ ~h~n t wo courses?
43 . The report continues say ing that course
requirements , qualification s of faculty, etc,
meet the same criteria in the ten towns as
those courses offered in the regular day program (Page III - 19). Get resumes of the out-oftowners and compare them with the counterpart
day faculty member who teaches the course and
check the comparability..
44. Find out why no 2nd level courses are
offered out of town (Page III-19 ) when there
are 82 third year enrollees anct ~7 fourth y ear.
Does the 150 first year enro:lees jump to the
third year?
45.
"Since the university does not offer study
abroad programs (Page III-20) ... " Why not?
46.
"The Physical Science and Engineering Department has cooperative arrangements with the
Research Institute of the Gulf of Maine (P age
III-20) . 11 lvhat are they, h ow are they being
used, what former campus head is now TRIGOM
head and how much of the university budget goes
to support TRIGOM?
4 7. The report ·;tates that (Page III-21 ) post
retirement employment s hou lC not normally be a
simple continuation of the pre-retireme nt administrative experience. Check on Portland
Bursar, only person retained under the clause.
48. The report states the retirement policy on
page IV-7 . Find out how many people are kept on
the payroll for the sole reason of reaching the
criteria and what student body has to pay for
it.
49. The report states (Page IV-10) that " a
new faculty handbook is in the process of preparation." Is the administratio n or the faculty doing it or is anybody doing it at all?
50.
"The entire faculty meets several times
during the academic year for presidential
messages (Page IV-10) ." How many times is
"several"?
51.
"Faculty members serve on every rrajor university policy-making committee (Page IV-1 0 ) . ''
Is there any policy-making committee besides
the President's Advisory Board and is there
any faculty on that body?
52.
"In the past ten years, five Gorham and
seven Portland faculty members have been granted
sabbatical leave. Thirteen sabbaticals have
been approved for 1972-1973." (Page IV-13) Why
are more sabbaticals being granted this next
year than was given out i n the last ten years .
With a student-facu lty ratio up around ll;-1,
does the student body have to pay for these
vacations?
53. Find out why there are 75 students not
assigned to any school or college in the university (Page V-1)?
54.
"It is noteworthy that 72 per cent of the
freshman class are first-generat ion college
students (Page V-:2) ." Ask why the university
does not have openings for people in the bottom
half of their high school class and why the
university was refused classificatio n as a
free-access school ?
55. The university in its report cites Indian
scholarships , Upward .Bound, Head Start Training
programs, and special admission for FrancoAmericans as instances "for the recruitment and
admission of students from minority groups (Page
V-3) . 11 How many adminis trators have been in
Roxbury, how many on an Indian reservation in
Maine? Most importantly how much of an active
recruitment effort if any has there been fer
minorities?

TROUBLE WITH YOUR STUDIES???
Do you prepare for a class and still think
the lecture was in Greek?
A little short of$$$ when the head man
assigns his "outside" readings.
Read on, brother ! ! !
Your Psychology Club wants to help .
If
you would like to see more of those expensive textbooks, related readings, or
your own fa r out favorites available for
free student use, fili out the form below
an<l leave it in either campus communications office.
Specific titles
or
Favorite topics
or
Particular author

-------------- ------- ------- ------- -------

56. Why does the institution only admit 13 per
cent of the students in the bottom half of their
class (Page V-5)? For additional credit, find
the names of institutions to which the other
overwhelming majority get a chance•. to go to.
57.
"Degree candidates are admitted with no
conditions (Page V-8) ." What student lastyear
with over a 3.7 accumulative average was barred
from graduating because no credit was given for
six hours of foreign languages because of an
unannounced condition of his admittance?
58.
"Recently established priorities for favoring tne aamission of first=time degree candiuates at t~c ~-eshman level have resulted in
a reduction of transfers enrolled (Page V-8) ."
This is so recent that the self-study was used
as a forum for communicating it to the university.
Have them cite the date of this change in
priorities and who made it?
59.
Find out transter or accumulative average
within the mergea Univer3ity of Maine system?
60.
"Of th.e 2,616 upperclass students, 24% or
615 received some form of financial aid (Page
V-9) . " How many upperc.1ass ::, L-u<lents were denied
continuing aid without a co~~csponding change
in their economic circumstances?
61.
"No statistics are available at this time
accurately reflecting the proportion of entering
freshmen who graduate either within the norma.L
four years or eventually (Page V-11) . " ~;:1y
aren't there any?
62.
"The Student Affairs Division assists students by providing co-curricular experiences
in the form of organizations and cultural activities to enhance the individual's development
(Page V-13) ."
Defy SAD to give you one example
of a cultural activity and one organization
which they mean by that sentence that they
provided.
63.
"A range of diverse life-sty-l e options
from which students and parents may select is
being considered (Page V-13) ."
Is parental
approval for student adults required?
64.
"In addition, the physical education 'facilities are made available to the university
con1muni ty on weekends." Find out why the Pr,
Portland gymnasium has had a policy in the '
past admitting only non-students on Sunday.
For additional credit, find out how many hours
of the week the President and Chancellor spend
playing badminton.
65.
The report states (Page V-15) that students
have a voice on school and college committees.
What college has 130 faculty and 15 students on
a Course Evaluation Committee for the sole purpose of stifling student voice?
66. The report states that there will be an
enrollment increase ot .1.1J6 students in 73-74
(Page V-17) .
Where c:;.oes t~1is unrealistic figure come from.
Does the administration if i t
feels like telling the truth expect any increase
in enrollment at all.
'
6 7.
The report states ( Page VI-'l}' that 'there are
90,235 volumes in the Pbrtiand.Ii~rary'and
70,000 ' volumes in Gorham.
How many of these are
duplicates of each other?
68. How many of the 250,735 books can be used
for the purpose for which the institution is
being accredited?
(Hint: Subtract the 90,500
Law School books).
69.
Of the 120,000 or so non-duplicate books,
how much less is this from the minimum standards
of the American Library Association (470,000
volumes)?
70. With a development needed of 300 per cent,
what are the institutions plans for the future?
(Hint: Page VI-7 states:
"Tentatively, the
percentage of the budget allocated to the library will continue to be 7.9 per cent for the
next five years.")
71. Why with just a few more books has the expenses for the past few years been double at
the Portland library over the Gorham library
(Page VI-2) .
72.
Name the percentage of UMPG faculty that
are tenured:
(a) none
(b) one
(c) two
or (d) fifty-four percent.
73.
"Librarians participate in policy formulation primarily through the Administrator
Affairs Committee (Page VI-5) ." What recommendations on policy has this committee made,
if any?
74.
"Facilities (in library) for listening to
recordings are adequate." Where are these facilities located in the Portland library and
how come no one has ever heard of them?
75.
"The detailed plans for improving the library for the next five years have not been
formulated (Page VI-8) ." Why the hell not?
76.
"The bookstore in Payson Smith Hall,
Portland, was renovated as the "College Room,"
a faculty dining room (Page VII-2) ." Discover
a fallacy in the preceding statement.
77.
"From 1968 to the present, seven private
residences have been purchased for use as faculty and administrative offices (Page VII-2)."
What did this do to community relations? Note
also that the statement is not true as far as
reason for .purchase.
7 8.
"The main gymnasi urn seats 2,800 spectators
(Page VII-2)." How many people are allowed in
main gymnasium?
(Hint:
~ubtract 300 from
seating capacity).
·,
79,
"Landscaping, walkways and walkway lighting, bicycle racks ' and parking facilities have
aesthetically enhanced toth campuses, adding to
the convenience, safety, and general atmosphere
of student life (Page VII-3).
Should they really
give us this bullshit?
80.
"In 1969 the 'Old Barn,' a temporary gymnasium for men on the Portland campus, was
razed (Page VII:..13) ." How temporary was it
(how long was i t used)? "In 19 71 Room 119, a
large lecture room in Bailey Hall was renovated
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Perfor01ance of Black
Choir Is First Step In
Exchange Progra01

Dr. Howard Pearsall, Director
and partitioned for offices." Note the need for
large lecture rooms that presently exists and
count the number of room and barn destruction
mistakes.
81.
Under five year plans, is there one building in the Rlanning stage (Page VII-4)?
82.
"The request for capital funds to provide
a student center ... will be renewed at the special session." Guess who lied?
83.
"It is imperative that a master plan be
developed on ... July 1, 1972 (Page VII-6) ."
Guess the normal way for forming plans?
84.
Guess whose total annunl endowment income
is $21.05 (Page VIII-1)?
85. Hhich university system campus charges its
students over $120,000 in profit revenue on
auxilliary e1terprises (Pages VIII-1 & 2).
86. wny is the institution unable to find out
how muc~ n~ an annual surplus or deficit it had
at th e end of each of _the past five years (Page
VIII-3)?
87.
Under changes in fee structure (Page VIII5), why was not all the fee changes listed such
as a twelve dollar increase in insurance, · twenty
dollars to use tuition installment plan, full
cost of student publications etc . etc .. etc.
11
8 8. · (o!sf'd~ent '"·28sf::s•:fshoura remain cori~tant 'for ·· 1 ,
the - rl:e5{f .rive ·yei:i.r's, :provia~d that the" .1egis1a-- rtute rhfu'f~s -', adequJte \,i'.p(rdpri1fions ." 1Guess
'
which institution is presently proposing a
tuition increase already and is planning several increases that may double tuition within
five years? For added credit, guess which institution everytime the legislature cuts a
request for money immediately jumps on the
student wallet or pocketbook for the total
amount of cut funds?
89.
In answer to the question "what aspects
of the institution's financial situation are
of greatest concern at the present ti,me." why
was not financial aid mentioned?
9 O.
"As a matter of practice the (graduate)
dean and his associates worked closely with the
individual chairmen in all matters relating to
curriculum anc staffing (Page IX-2) ." Find the
name o f his associates? Why were several graduate psychology courses offered after strenuous
opposition on the part of the psychology chairman as to their educational value in the field
of psychology?
91.
"All courses in the Master of Science in
Education are exclusively for graduate students
and are numbered in the 500's (Page IX-10) ."
How many courses have both graduate and undergraduate students in it?
(Hint:
the way they
do it is give 500 to the graduate students that
take the course and 300 to the undergraduates
but it is the same exact course).
92. How many educational psychology graduate
course s are duplicates (book, course description, required work) of undergraduate psychology courses?
.
93. What institution lied .when it stated that
99 per cent o f the courses yielding graduate
credit is open to graduate students only?
94. What insitution with hardly a graduate
program has over half of its faculty on the
graduate faculty? Or why does over half of the
gr a duate f aculty not teach any grad courses?
95.
The report was asked to report characteristics of its graduate faculty.
To the fir~t
question the institution begged off saying that
there was n o full time graduate faculty.
When
a s k e d about part-time graduate faculty the report simply states "Does Not Apply" ( Page IX12). Which institution would be embarassed by
answe ring the question?
96.
In answer to the question "What factors are
conside red, and in what priority, in e~t~blishing
graduate t eaching loads? "; the report answers
(Page IX-12):
"Only in the Master of Business
Admini s tr Rtion and Master of Engineering programs are g raduate courses considered a part of
the r e gular load." Besides not answering the
question, how the hell do the other programs
provide faculty members, with an overload or
do they come straight from the local high
schoo l ?

Charles F. Smith,
Following the conUMPG Associate ~rofesscert at approximately
or of Education ~nd
9:45 p.m., a reception
Phillip Paratore of
will be held in Hastthe Art Department at
ings Formal.
All memthe University of Maine
bers of the university
in Augusta are under
community are welcome
consideration to be
to attend.
At 10:30
the first ·two exchange
the group will move to
professors to North
the coffee house in
Carolina Agricu],tural
the Student Center.
& Technical State Uni- ·
The President's Ofversity, it was learned
fice was contacted this
from secret documents
past week and asked to
Friday.
comment on how the vi· Other secret resit of the choir came
ports show that the
about.
They reported
Chancellor's Office will
only that they were
be asking faculty memcontacted and thought
bers who might be init a good idea leaving
terested in teaching
the impression only
at the black university,
that the choir's agent
located in Greensboro,
contactea them.
The
to contact their cam~~e3ife~t•s spokesman
pus president.
gave out no information
Meanwhile, the Conon the involvement of
the Chancellor's Office
cert Choir from the
3800 student body unior on the future exversity will be perchange program.
forming in the Gorham
Hill gymnasium Wednesday at 8:00 p.m.
Psychology Meeting
The 36-voice choir,
directed by Dr. Howard
Pearsall, will perform
There will be a
a program of music by
meeting of the Psychoblack composers and
logy Club Wednesday in
writers.
510 Luther Bonney at
The program will
12 o'clock.
include a panorama of
black and related
black music featuring
"Caribbean Melodies,"
arranged by William
Grant Still, the dean
of black composers.
Also included will
be three African songs,
a group of traditional
spirituals by the late
Dr. John Work, and a
group of modern spiritual settings by
Wil~iam·Dawson ~n~ ,
Lena f;:icLil'}.a
,
Pearsall notes that
the choir travels more
than 3,000 miles annually on their concert
tours, offering audiences a rare combination of interpretation,
blend, and mood.
The
group has performed
throughout their own
state and in 20 other
states in the Midwest,
the Deep South, and
along the Atlantic
Seaboard. ·
The public is in1
vited to the concert
free of charge.
North Carolina A & T
may become a "sister
. ... (; .
,,
university" with the
·>. ·•
·=t:?.!'i;Jr
university here. While
"They" can't.,
immediate plans, call
tell you what to
only for swapping a
..
wear anymore. The day ·
couple of faculty members, the intent is
they stopped making min is
that a full exchange
was the day you started makprogram including
ing them. Because no one
students and adminiknows better than you what's
strators be established.
best for you. There are fads
North Carolina Presend fashions in monthly proident Lewis Dowdy is a
tection, too. And they'll try to
personal friend of Chantell you the old-fashioned
cellor Donald McNeil and
ways are wiser. Or the new
has had an ~xchange
gimmicks are the answer. But
program with Wisconsin
you know best.
when McNeil was there.
You know you can rely best
Two weeks ago, the
on Tampax tampons. For comMaine Chancellor spoke
fortable, dependable, invisiat the southern black
ble protection. And you know
university which is a
you'll get the absorbency-size
public co-educational
that's right for you. Because
institution founded in
only Tampax tampons offer
1891.
three sizes: Regular, Super
The Wednesday night
and Junior. ·
visit and performance
But you know that.
of the concert choir
will mark the first
Our only Interest Is protecting you.
step in the two schools
getting to know each
other.
The Choir will
arrive at the Gorham
Student Center at 4:30
on Wednesday and depart
at 8:15 on Thursday
morning.
A Maine buffet dinner w~ll be
held in the Faculty
Dining Room at . 5:30
IMADE ONLY BY TAMPA)f: INCORPORATED, PALMER, MASS.
with selected invites.

YOU l<NOW
YOUR OWN
STYLE:

,I

I

NOW Ul[D ■Y MILLIONS 01 WOM(N
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by Max Millard
Dear Ed,
I was very amused by
your comment about our
race for class president back in freshman
year. How could I forget the pizza?
The enclosed article
is based on my own
attempt to get a rejection letter from
the University of
Maine Law School and
Mr. Julavits' response.
His first twq_ Pnswers
are transcribe d almost
word-for-w ord from his
actual replies, while
the third is a fabrication. After I sent
in my applicatio n and
fee I did not hear from
him further.
I do not
believe there is anything offensive to him
personally in the references to "William
Jellybeans " and I hope
you agree.
Yours as usual,
Max
CLAUDE APPLIES TO LAW
SCHOOL
To:

Dean of Admission s
School of Law
Univ. of Maine
Portland, Maine

Dear Sir:
Since I know you are
extremely busy , let me
get to the point of
this letter without
any excess verbiage ,
superfluou s hyperbole ,
unnecessa ry chatter
or extraneou s bullshit. Some thoughtles s
people probably write
you long wordy letters
whose ideas are like
two grains of wheat
hidden in a bushel of
chaff: you have to
search all day ere you
can find them, and when
you do they are not
worth the e~fort .
I
too could do this.
I
could discuss why day
is day, night night,
and time time. But to
do so would only be to
waste day, night and
time. Therefore , since
brevity is the soul of
wit, I will be brief:
I would like to be rereje~ted fron the University of Maine law
school.
Please do not feel
insulted; this letter
is not a fit candidate
for the round file .
I
didn't want to send it
to you in the first
place, but because
your school has no
Director of Rejection s,
I had no choice. My
parents wore rags for
four years so that I
could attend Pogo U i.e., the University
of Maine, PortlandGorham, Gorham campus.
They dreamed that their
little boy would go on
to law school and become a rich and famous
lawyer. But unfortunagely I have no interest in this line of
work.
In fact , I
think everyone in the
profession is full of
beans, which is why
their hot air stinks
so bad. But my dear
parents want me to
apply, and it would
seem most ungratefu l
on my part to refuse,
after all they ' ve
done for me. And if
I do apply , not only
will I run the risk of
getting acceptEd, but
I'll have to tnrow
away $10 on the app li cation fee.
In addition I will be handing
your secretary a lo€

of useless paperwork
and hurting the chances
of the serious appli~
cants.
As a 1972 graduate
of Pogo U, I will undoubtedly receive many
letters from the alumni associatio n in the
years to come, stating-, "Drc5p l;y our
o~fice real soon,
even if it's just
for five dollars." Indeed, I plan to qive
generously to my grand
old alma mater some
day. But at the moment I am financiall y
crippled, so the saving
of ten bucks would be
helpful. As the saying
goes, "Ask not what you
can do for your college;
ask what your college
can do for you." So
I'm asking you to send
me a rejection note in
April, and to do it
without getting an
applicatio n form or
fee. Hill you do me
this favor?
Sincerely yours,
Claude Bark '72
Office of the Dean
Univ of Maine Law
School
Portland, Maine
Dear Mr. Bark,
In order to be accepted to the School
of Law, one generally
needs to have an honors
average and an LSAT
score in the range
of 600.
I hope this
answers your letter
satisfacto rily,
Cordially yours,
William F Jellybeans

No, it doesn't .
I'm
not interested in how
to get accepted; I
wanna be rejected, dig?
' My grade point average
is somewhere around 3.3
and my LSAT score is
642. Also, as a footnote, my shoe size is
9½ if it's bootless
statistics you want.
You might wonder
why I continue to
plague you for a
letter of rejection
when I could just as
easily lie to my folks
and tell them I've
been turned down . Well,
sir, I have nothing
against lying when it
suits my purpose. The
only trouble is that
my Dad would look me
in the eye and say,
"You little ninny,
how could they refuse
you? I 'll bet you
didn't even bother
to apply." _My father,
you see, is endowed
with an uncanny ability
to detect every lie
that escapes my lips;
he has never failed.
And in this case he
would be proven correct
by inability to produce
the rejection letter the corpus dilecti or
whatever the hell you
call it. So please
just tell me whether
or not you are willing
to send me a rejection
letter without making
me apply. No more re sponses like your last
one, please.
I've
received more p e rsonal
replies from a computer.
Patiently yours ,
Claude tsi::lLJ\.

•

This matter certainly is tiresome, but
the uniqueness of it
keeps me going.
As I
interpret your letter,
you want us to comply

Dear Jellybone s,
You scurvy Knav~!
You swine; ·:ou Cl~r ! '
May wild asses defile
the grave of your
maternal grandmoth er!
Enclosed is my application form and your
$10 blood money. Also
you will find a blank
letter of recommend ation, which I'd like
you to fill out for
me. That way I can
be sure of getting rejected at least.
Up yours,
Claude Bark
Dear Mr. Bark,
Thank you for your
applicatio n and the
check.
I have given
you my highest recommendation ; anyone with
your skill in lying,
cheating, and namecalling could become
the greatest politician
ever to come out of
Maine.
Looking forward
to seeing you in September.
Truly yours,
1'lm . F. Jellybeans

Lon g Pla yer
HATCHES, MATCHES AND
DISPATCHES

CVoctor's

. C/Jag

by

performed live with no
overdubbin g; it was an
open session: anyone
Something /Anything? by
could come in and play
Todd Rundgren, Bearsor sing or do anything
ville Records, 2BX
they wanted to do. The
2066, $7.98
results are amazing,
Warner Bros. gave you
some of the songs are:
Van Dyke Parks and you
"Piss Aaron", about a
ignored him -- then
guy that lets loose
they gave you Randy
whenever nature calls;
Newman and you politely
a fantastic jam titled,
laughed and gave him
"Some Folks Is Even
not even a passing
Whiter Than Me"; and
thought! After that,
it rounds out with a
Warner Bros. should have
song simply (and aptly)
thumbed their noses at
titled "Slut".
you •.. but no, they turned
The album comes with
around and gave you
a 1 X 4 foot lyric page
Todd Rundgren, and if
that gives all words
you turn your back on
and explanatio ns for the
him, you'll miss one
songs. All in all,
of the most creative
Todd has got the creamusicians to come down
tive craziness of Van
the long and vinyl road~
Dyke Parks when it
His Somethin~ jAnycomes to arranging,
thing? album is double,
plus a little extra;
but there is very litthe wit and ironic
tle duplicatio n of
humor in lyric writsounds; in fact, there
ing of Randy Newman
hasn't been a more diand then some ... and on
verse collection of
top of everything else,
songs since the white
he is one hell of a
album by the Beatles.
musician! So, taking
To add to this phenoeverything into consimenon, on the first
deration, I feel safe
three sides, every
in saying that if you
vocal sung, eve ry inbuy this album, you
strument played is sung
will not regret it!!!
and played by Todd. On
top of that, he produced
and arranged the entire
Tiny Alice by Tiny
album.
Alice, Kama Sutra ReThe fourth side is
cords, KSBS 2046, $5 .98
something else ... would
Every once in a
you believe a pop operwhile , a group comes
etta, "Baby Needs A New
on the scene that is
Pair Of Snakeskin Boots"
so different that they
. .. all the songs were
are in a category all

, The

Dear sir,

Dear Mr. Bark,

with you in a plot to
deceive your parents.
Just let me say this,
young man: the University of Maine has no
desire to get involved
in petty family squabbles or to play your
childish games.
In
my opinion what you
need is a psychiatr ist,
not a law school,
Apply like everyone
else or forget the
whole thing.
Yours,
W. F. Jellybeans

by Arnold Werner, M. D. '..
Copyright, 1971
'

QUESTION: ls it ture that a person can become immune to poison ivy by eating a single leaf? Some µeo&wear this is true.
I've got a good r.ase of poison ivy, and it is slowly
spreading despite my efforts to halt it with Fels-Naptha soap and CaladrayL Isn't such treatment usually enough to dry it up, or must I go to a doctor for a
penicillin shot?
ANSWER: It is not true that a person can become im mune to pois0-1 ivy by eating the stuff. Poison ivy produces an allergic dermatitis (inflammation of the skin)
which results from contact with oily substances found
in that plant as well as in poison oak and poison sumac.
This type of allergy develops after repeated exposure
to the plant. Therefore any exposure should be avoided. Eating the leaves is potentially very dangerous;
having it on your arms and legs sounds preferable to
having it on your lips, mouth and gums.
You should see a physician for several reasons. First
of all, poison ivy at this time of the year w0uld be
most unusual. You may have another type of dermatitis. Of course it is ~ossible that you do have poison
ivy. the uil can remain on clothing for an awfully long
tim~ and reexposure can occur. Mild cases require relatively little treatment. Plain calamine lotion should
be applied once the bubbly appearance of the rash decreases. After that, the application of a cortisone
cream is recommended, but a doctor's prescription is
necessary for this. Penicillin has no place in tl1e treatment of poison ivy unless a secondary infection has
occured,
QUESTION: Over a period of about three months my
girl friend and I have had sexual intercourse about 15
times. In all of these encounters, she claims never to
have had an orgasm of any kind. With this in mind, we
use no protection in bed. Now she's pregnant! How?
ANSWER: You have performed the experiment necessary to disprove the theory that the woman has to have
an orgasm in order to become pregnant. Obviously ,
this i, not the case. Unfortunately , you and your girl
friend have fallen prey to one of a number of misconceptions about pregnancy. I am sure that some readers
will find it hard to believe this letter. Sadly, many people lack basic_ education in sexual function. A short.
ninety-five ceat paperback that deals with many areas
of sexual ignorance that can lead to pregnancy is Sex Is
Never an Emergency by Elaine C. l'lerson , pubhshed by
J. B. Lippincott Co., l recommend it highly.
QUESTION: If a one year old boy has an erection,
what is it all about? Is there any proof that sex drive
exists in our tiny ones?
ANSWER : Whether you call it sex drive or not depends on who you talk to, but you can bet that sexual
organ responses exist in infants' Erections in boy babies and the vascular changes of sexual excitement in
girl babies occur in earliest infancy. These responses

by Rick Mitz
Dear Aunt Lucy,
When you called last night, you probably wondered
who that loud voice was who answered the phone and
what that barking was in the background.
Wilbur, my first college roommate, is staying with me
again. We used to room together in one of those supersmall dormitory rooms with paper-thin walls, tiny
dressing stalls, indoor-outdoor linoleum tile - you
know, a typical college dorm. 1 remember my first day
at the dorm, wondering what my roommate would be
like. l arrived three hours before he did and I guarded
the bed near the window, making sure I'd get custody
of the top three dresser drawers so I s'muldn't have to
bend over more than necessary.
And then Wilbur arrived, with a knapsack and a
menagerie of cats, hamsters, birds, gerbils, chamelons,
fish. Wilbur was an animal freak. I'd wake up in the
middle of the night and find Wilbur's ten gerbils stuck
between my toes, his four cats taunting the mynah
bird, which was cawing obscenities that made the oollege newspaper look innocent. But Wilbur didn't have
a dog.
And now after three years of being away from that
zoo, I am coming with Wilbur,again. And not alone.
"I always wanted a dog," he explained when he arrived here. "You khow, l used to see those movies like
Rin Tin Tin, Lassie and National Velvet. .. "
"National Velvet was a horse .. ."
happen spontaneously as well as following tactile stimulation (touch). As soon as infa:1ts can figure out
where to put their hands , they stimulate themselves
and have been observed to have what seems like orgasms. They do not attempt to have intercourse with
their peers and no pregnancies have been reported.
This last point leads some students of human behavjor to question whether one can legitimately refer to
the infant's sexual activity as evidence of sex drive or
whether it might be more proper to refer to it as pleasure seeking behavior involving sexual orgasms. Sexual
drive is usually discussed as a biologic force which leads
to reproduction and is readily observed m lower animals
Seeking pleasurable sensations (rom one's body is a
normal and essential part of the developmental process
and is seen in infa.1ts in all cultures. In some cultures,
stimulation if the genitals is encouraged by adults as a
means, of pacifying the infant. In our culture, we often tend to deny sig'.ls of sexual pleasure in little boys
and girls. When they reach early childhood and the intent of their self stimulation is unmistakeable, many
people shift their tactics and try to make the kid feel
as uncomfortable as they feel.

Canteen . Co. of, Main~
Complete Vending and

Manual Food Service

Lucky Clark

by themse l ves; such a
group is Tiny Alice.
This six-man--o newoman enigma comes from
Cleveland where they
have been mixing it up
pretty fierce; this is
their first album for
the Buddah Group. In
it they come on with
strong ·countryflavored rock and
jazz, plus some of the
funniest, yet thought
provoking lyrics around.
They are very difficult
to describe and equally
as difficult to understand for they fluxuate
between a high camp
style and something
that is straight and
solid; it is sometimes
hard to tell where one
stops and the other
begins. This form of
neo-deadpa n is complex
but they .are definitely
unique and enjoyable
and very d ifferent .
Even the album jacket
is wild : Look for a
book of matches (12"
X 12") with a Marine
Band Harmonica on the
flap under the logo
"Tiny Alice" (it even
has the most read words
in the world under the
giant staple: Close
Before Striking) . Un der the flap is a set
of simulated matches
from behind which comes
the record. The packaging is like the
group ... strange, but
interestin g; so, for
a refreshing change of
pace, treat your ears
to Tiny Alice.

"I know, but I used to squint my eyes real tight and
it looked like a dog. I always wondered what Elizabeth
Taylor was doing riding a dog. Of course I called the
SPCA immediately ....
" . . .anyway, I finally _got a ,fog a few weeks ago.
She's sitting on your table ... didn't you notice?"
Devouring my table was the biggest sheep dog I had
ever seen: so large that even Richard Burton would be
afraid to ride her. And if I hadn't noticed the dog, I
certainly notice'd the little Remembrances she had left
from the door to the table, a la Hansel and Gretel,
without the fairy tale charm.
"Her name is Paddington," Wilbur said. "But you
can call her Pad."
"Pat?"
"No, Pad. Consider her your third roommate."
"But will she pay rent?" I asked as Wilbur walked away.
When Wilbur first got Pad, he lived in one of those
apartment complexes (Withering Arms Terrace East)
for swinging singles and young harried marrieds with
paper-thin walls - just like :he dorm. Robert Cher, a
jealous young husband, and his wife, Pat, lived next
door to Wilbur.
B,1t Wilbur was preoccupied, trying in his unique
booming voice-, to teach Paddington tricks. "Roff over,
Pad . . . sit, girl. . .lay clown, Pad ... fetch, Pad ... play
dead, girl. .. get off the bed, Pad .. .bad girl. ..stay, Pad
. .. good girl. . ..let me scratch your belly ...how does
that feel, Pad? ...up, Pad . . ." and on and on .. .
. ..until Robert Cher came bounding into Wilbur's apartment.
" Okay, where is she?"
"Who? Who?" Wilbur asked twice.
"My wife. My wife," Mr. Cher answered twice. "I
heard you calling her, you disgusting wife-snatcher,
telling her to lay down and roll over and get off your
bed ... "
"Better off than on, eh?"
"Okay, kid," Mr. Cher said, grabbing Wilbur. "Where
is my wife?" ;
" Beats me . .. "
And he did. And as he did, Wilbur tried to mumble
something about "a dog, a dog... "
"Oh yeah? I'll teach you not to call my wife a
dog .. ." And he did teach Wilbur. An eye, an ear and
a nose worth.
And Wilbur moved out. Quickly. And moved into
my place. Quicklier. So you see, Aunt Lucy, that's
what Wilbur and his dog are doing here.
So now Wilbur spends his days at the doctor (a good
eye, ear and nose man) and looks for a new apartment
although he doesn't seem to be in too much of a hurry.
And I spend my days with an unruly dog named Paddington, wishing that Liz would leave Dick and ride
away on Pad into the sunset until a big The End flashes
across my mind's screen and that this whole mess ~
Remembrances and all - is over.
I haven't gotten around to telling my newly wed
neighbors, Pat and Leonard Meister, about the dog yet.
I've been too busy with the dog, trying to teach her to
behave - you know, "lay down, Pad ... stay, Pad . . .
sit, girl. . . roll over, Pad ... get off my bed, Pad ... "
Oh, now she's jumping on my desk and I think she
wants some attention. "Do you want me to rub your
belly, Pad?"
Hey, someone just came in the apartment. .. It's Mr. 1
Meister.. . He' s coming at me . . ..
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Editorials

Teaching Loads Should Be Studie d
The last two years has seen an increase in
student enrollment (and some would say in administrative staff) and a freeze on faculty
This situation can only result in
hirings.
either increased class sizes or faculty teaching more courses. The increase of the studentfaculty ratio, unrelated to any sound educational recommendation or judgement, should be of
especial concern to faculty members.
More than limiting class sizes or loads ente
enters the picture. An Ad Hoc Committee on
Teaching Loads should be established. Besides
addressing this problem, they will ahve to
enter into budget and priorities. And they will
have to look after the interests of education
and the whole university rather than the self
interest of one particular segment.
The failure of administrators to address
this problem can not be immediately understood.
The quality of education offered is at stake.
Any decision that will adversely affect the
student-faculty ratio should be explained fully.
Unfortunately administrators around here do not
The rule of thumb is
operate in that fashion.
to try to sneak it through so that nobody knows
about it until it happens. But then this is
not a major institution anyway.

Author To Read
Thursday
"Lift up your nightshir, lover, it's time
for a shave."
William Kotzwinkle,
novelist and short story
writer, will read from
his stories Thursday at
4:00 p.m. in 10 Bailey
on the Gorham campus.
Kotzwinkle has written numerous short stories among the most important are "Elephant
Bangs Train" and "Stroke
of Good Luck." He has
just finished Hermes
3000, his first novel,
which has recently been
.
published.
stories
The playful
of William Kotzwinkle
deal with the profound
emotive shapes and
intimations of fantasy
and his dream-work is
magical, meaningful and
quite successful.
Kotzwinkle takes as
his watchwords a quote
from Jung, master of
archetypes, memories,
dreams and reflections.
It was Jung who saw
the very center of the
self as a "mystic
flower" that communicate
its truth via fantasy
and fable, and out of
In his pamemories.
tient, crafted way
Kotzwinkle unfolds the
mystic multifoliate
flower of self, and his
funny tales are charming, beguiling experiments in fantasy full
of amazing virtuosity
and grace.
Margaret Birns
The Sunday Press Enterprise

Thomas O'Flaherty, pictured above, has resigned as head of the UMPG
Bookstores. The young manager left a week ago Friday to take up a business
offer in Massachusetts.
O'Flaherty stated before he left that his prime reason for leaving
was his relationship with his boss, Director of Finance and Administra"Everything I did, I had to check with him first,"
tion William Bullock.
O'Flaherty stated.
"I beThe bookstore manager had no recommendation for a successor.
lieve that the bookstore situation has been straightened out on both campuses enough so that the two managers can handle the job."
l#ll~Btrea

fbrtlanci, m<1'mlz

The longest beard ever recorded now resides in the Smithsonian Institution -- all
17 ½ feet of it. It belonged to Hans Langseth of Norway, who died in 1927. If, like
many modern men, he grew the beard because he
considered shaving too time-consuming, he
had a point, says the April SCIENCE DIGEST.
Dr. Herbert Mescon, chairman of the department of dermatology at Boston University,
calculates that in 55 years of shaving, he
will spend about 3,350 hours or 139 days in
shaving.

m-2-fOO

This poster illustrates the kind of d evice supported by the Federal
isun:au of Narcotics as part of what it calls "an educational campaign
.
. desc,ibing the drug, its identification, and evil effects."
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Dean Candidates To Be Interviewed
The Liberal Arts Dean Search Commit tee
has issued invitations to si x individual s
outside UMPG to come for intervi e ws for
the deanship.
Dr. William Cass of Northeastern ·un iversity and Dr. Konnilyn Fe ig o f the Uni v ersity of Pittsburgh have a lready been
here.
On Tuesday of this wee k, Dr. Le i g h
Marlowe who is on the psy ch o l ogy f acu l ty
at CUNY, Manhattan Community Co lle ge
will be available at 9:45 a .m. in t he
faculty lounge, LBH, and at 2 :00 p. m.
in Hastings Formal.
On Thursday Dr. Roy Ande r s on, Ch airman
of the physics department at Cl ark
University will be at 117 Bailey at
10 a.m. and in the Portland f acu l t y
lounge at 2:30.
On April 11, Dr. France s Clayton ,
Associate Professor of Psycho l ogy at
Brown University, wil l b e in"tne
Portland faculty lounge a t 9 : 4~ a~~~~
2:00 will probably be in Has t ings Fo rmal.
On April 13, Dr. Jane Frae nke l-Conrat ,
Associate Prof essor of Chemistry a t St.
Mary's SeminaLy College , Mary l an d , will
be in 117 ~ailc y at 2:00 a n d i n the
Portland faculty lounge at 3:00.
The Committee Chairman cau t i oned t h at
Dr. Kenneth Allen remains in n omin a tion
"The commi ttee ' s
for the position.
action simply means that othe r names may
also be put into nomination," J ame s
Roberts wrote.
There are also two internal candidate s
who have not been scheduled for in te r v iews
as yet.

Cooperative Education Meetings Set
Meetings are scheduled fo r Tuesday a nd
Wednesday at 1:00 p.m. in Room 209 LBH f or
those students interested in the Cooperative Education Program of the De partme nt
of Business Acministration.
Two students currently in the program
will be present to discuss their curre nt
work experiences and answer any questions
prospective students may have .
Applications, job descriptions and
other information will be availao~ e .

On Recreational PollutionDo you own a snowmobile? Do you go skiing? Do
you go boating? If you do any of these, do you know
' you're polluting you r environment? To us pollution is
the contamination of the environment by waste products of the act ivities of man and nature.
Today we tend to put more emphasis on water and .
air pollu tion from industries and automobiles for ex- ample. Not much real thought is given to p~llution ,
problems resulting from certain recreational activities.
Let us look at snowmobiling, skiing, and boating and _
see how they may be affecting our environment. '.
Snowmobiles create exhaust fumes and utilize trails
that may be subject to erosion du ring the summer
months. Ski areas are also subject to erosion during
these same months as are trails used by cross country
skiers. Heavy snowmobi ling on a small lake can kill the
fish in it. A Depr.i rtment of Natural Resources biologists found that very heavy snowmobile use had compacted the snow, thus creating n extra-thick barrier of
the ice which blocked out the sunlight. When under- .
water plants began to die from lack of light, an oxygen
shortage occurred and fish also died .
Let us not overlook the people who toss and tum at
night from listening to snowmobiles and boats going by
thei r homes. Now we can include noise pollu tion as
another possibility of investigation. "People need
sounds to stinulate the joys of expectation; to reas- •
sure them that they are part of a system, a pat tern, or
to challenge them to be alert and observe - and to hear
sounds, they need quiet."
Petroleum items and residues from boats will get into
the water, and not only kill fi,h, but plant life also.
Oh, yes' Don't forget t hose boats with on board toi- •
lets. ls it flushed away? Of course, some of us don't ·
live next to lakes, for example, so indirectly the auto- ,..,
mobile, involved in transporting us to and from the recreational area, contributes to air pollu tion in the same
degree that all internal combustion motors do . So
snowmobiles, boat mo tors, and other fuel burning de- vices are real factors contributing to air pollution.
Litte ring is a big problem with these recreational activities . The _more trash that you can get rid of along .,
the way, the less you 'll have to be crowded with on the
way back. Every thing that we seem to do affects the
envi ronment in one way or the other, and the minute we seem to improve or solve one of these another problem comes into view.
As t he rest of the semester con tinues, we hope toeducate ourselves, the members of Scogis 103, and all
those who are interested in living a Ii ttle while longer in
our environmen t.
THE END (Let's hope not !)

'.
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Intercollegiate Hockey
D .a s A Place At UMPG
In its first and
last season, the UMPG
club hockey team ended
with a very respectable record. Disregarding two scrimmages
with the Portland Merchants, a semi-pro
team, the Pogoans fi nished with a 3 win,
4 losses, and 1 tie
record. Wins were
against Orono 8- 6,
North Yarmouth Academy 3-0, St. Francis
College 5-3, and the
losses were to New
Hampshire Vocational
College, 6-3 and 7-1;
Bridgton Academy 7-0
and Thomas College,
7-1.
The lone tie was
against Thomas College
7-7.
The scoring leaders
on the team were as
follows:
NAME

1971-1972 UMPG Hockey Club.
Kneeling (L to R): Rusty Winters, Don Lamontagne, Waring Stearns, Bob
Bennett, Ron Young, Greg Gray, Bob Hold~n.
Standing: Gary Munsen, Jim Morrison, Mike Hogan, Tom Patterson, Bob
Goddard, Don Dufresne, Bob Pontbriand, Bob Rhoades~ Coach Lee J. Roy.
Missing from picture: Bob Blais, Dave Bouffard, Kit Dover, Don Holden.

Intramural Basketball
Con. Remainders - 63
Vit. Rubrics - 54
The. game went pretty
much as everyone thought
it would with Mccallum
et. al. leading the
CR's to a 33-22 halftime lead. The second
half saw the VR's come
alive and close within
one, but the CR's unleashed their attack
and start to pull away
with about 10 minutes
to go. The CR's, when
they're up to it, can
really put their game
together.
SMO-02

Golden Horde - 00
FORFEITH
Faculty - 61
Tri-C Lepers - 55
Both teams came out
running and used the
fast break well.
The
old men kept up with
the Lepers and trailed
by 1 (29-28) at the
half.
The faculty kept
up the pace in the 2nd
half and pulled away
for the win. Standouts
were: Martin, Bean =·2
Chaney for the Facu::i._+-_v
and Hood and Christie
for the Lepers.
Vit. Rubrics - 02
Golden Horde - 00
FORFEIT
S . P . Rejects - 57
Con. Remainders - 55
The Rejects-out of
it-brought in some
ringers.
The CR's said
OK , and got burne d.
The CR ' s took a ~lim
lead (28-26) at the
half with Mccallum
(CR's) and Beattie
(S.P.) l eading the
teams. The second half
went right down to the
wire with Crangle hitting a long shot from
the corner to win it for
the Rejects. Beattie

and Chiles (S.P.) and
Mccallum, Jordan, and
Cleaves (CR's) were
the bright spots.
Joint Torts~ 60
SMO - 48
Tough legal defense
forced SMO to shoot from
the outside throughout
the game and that spelled the difference in
the game. There was a
lot of running - especially running off at
the mouth - in thesecond half as the Lawyers held the edge in
both departments.
Team X - 66
TEP - 45
The Brothers gave
it a try, but Team X
had the height advantage everywhere. After trailing 37-24 at
the h~lf, TEP managed to
get back to within 8,
but Team X shut off
the boards and quickly
put this one out of
reach.
Standouts were:
Childs, Curtis, and
Casey (Team X) and
Leone, Cullock and
Vigneault (TEP).
Team X - 78
Tri-C Lepers - 45
The last game of
the regular season
ended with an undefeated season for Team
X.
Team X controlled
the boards throughout
with a distinct height
advantage . The game
was over at the half
with the Lepers down
by 20 (40-20).
The
second half was merely
a show and to see how
high the score would
go .
Childs and Curtis
were the standouts for
Team X while Hood,
Carr and Read for the
Lepers .

Final Standings
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Team X
Contingent Remainders
Faculty
Joint Torts
Tri-c Lepers
SMO
Vitiated Rubrics
Class Action
S . P. Rejects
TEP
Frog City Falcons
Frustras
Union Forever
Golden Horde

13
11
11
9
8
8
7
5
5
4
3
3
2
2

0 1. 000
2 . 846
2 . 846
4 .69 2
5 . 615
5 . 615
6 .539
8 .385
8 .385
9 . 3 08
10 . 231
10 .231
11 . 154
11 .154

--2
2
4
5
5
6
8
8
9
10
10
11
11

Tri-C Lepers - 83
Union For~ver - 56
Nichols, Carr and
Christie led the Lepers to a 34-22 lead
at the half.
Union
Forever was unable to
mount much of an offense.
The second
half was wide open as
far as the scoring
was concerned as the
defense took the day
off.
TOURNAMENT PAIRS
Today:
3:15 Class Action VS
Team X
4:15 Tri-C Lepers vs
Joint Torts
Tuesday
3:15 Vitiated Rubrics
vs Contingent
Remainders
4:15 SMO vs Faculty
Wednesday
3:15 Monday's Winners
4:15 Tuesday's Winners
Thursday
3:30 Championship game
between Wednesdays
Winners

Badminton Tourney
There will be an
intramural badminton
tourney on April 15th,
Saturday , at 10 a .m.
Trophies will be awarded.
Competion will be
men's and women's singles and doub~es and
also mixed doubles.
Applicatiors are
avai~able at Physical
Education offices on
both campuses. Entry
deadline is Friday,
April 14th, at 5:00
p.m .

Gary Munsen on campus.
Gary, who likes to
think of h1.rself as a
Walter . Mitty, hadn't
played goal since
early high school but
soon retained his
old · form·~ · In each
game Gary was called
upon to make between
15 to 40 saves and
did an outstanding job.
In the seven games
Gary played, the opponents scored a total
of 35 goals against
him for a 5.00 goals
against average . Included in this was his
first shtout, 3-0,
against NYA.
As UMPG turns its
attention towards next
year it will find some
big changes. The most
important change will
be that the team will
GAMES ASSISTS GOALS TOTAL

Jim Morrison
Rusty Winters
Don (Mole) Holden
Bob Pontbriand
Bob (Helmet) Holden
Mike Hogan

6
5
7
7
7
7

As the season progressed, so did the
scoring rate of the
Pogo's.
In the first
four games UMPG scored
a total of 7 goals to
the opponents 20. In
the last 3 games UMPG
scored 14 goals to the
opponents 16. This
points out that <levelopment and team play
became more important
and those inexperienced players began
to jell with more ice
time.
An important player
on any hockey team is
the goalie and UMPG

l
3
6
4
5
3

9
5
2
3
0
2

POINTS
10
8
8
7
5
5

be playing on an intercolleigiate level
in Division III of the
. ECAC, rathe1 than as
a ciub. The second
change will be from
no ice to practice on
to the new Riverside
Avenue Arena now
being built. All
home games, 8 to 10,
will be played there .
Next year will also find a new coach,
as Lee Roy, a graduate
student who did the
coaching this year,
will be off campus
m<;1nagi1:g the new
Riverside arena.

N etinen D own

u~;:be~livTea: iu:gins Bowdoin .8•2
•
P rae t 1ee

se h e d u Je
·

The UMPG baseball
team continued indoor
spring practice last
week under the direction of coach Joey
Bouchard.
The team
seems to be progressing
well as they prepare
for their first outside competition this
week.
They will be
leaving on Wednesday
afternoon for a 4 day
trip to_ Connecticut.
There thev...wi 11 play
five games as they
prepare to open the
regular season April
15 with a doubleheader
at home .
The indoor practices have been held
in the Portland gym
for the past• month
and a half . So far
the score in the indoor fungo hitting
contest is: Bouchard
2 -- Portland gym windows O.
The positions on the
team seem to be pretty
well lined up.
Jay
Lemont and Ed McDonough should hold
down firp_t base while

Kevin LeCJJYer, John
Gregoire and Gary Lewia give depth at second.
Dave Bergeron
figures to be backed
up well by Dave Lemont
at third; while at
shortstop its Ray McDonald all the way.
The catching post
should be well manned
as strong-armed Jim
Graffam figures to be
ably assisted by freshman Chris Gratto. In
the wide open outfield
battle Dave Halligan,
Rick Piacentini, Jason
Knight, Dave Bolduc,
Brian Gillespie, Ron
Hunt and Ken Ellis are
all vying for a starting berth.
The pitching should
have depth as John
Craige, Earl Foley,
Barry Howell, Vin
Marzilli, Rick Simonds,
Scott Silver, Tom
Underwoot. and Mike
. Savage have all been
getting - their arms in
shape for a 27 game
season which includes
nine doubleheaders.

Help Wanted
Mrs. Hqward Dana, Jr,
670 Shore Road, Cape
Elizabeth ( 773 -8 246)
n ee ds in September a
mother's helper in exchange for room and
board . Has three boys
7, 4 and 2. Will
definitely want interview and references.
Good opportunity for
girl student.

aspects that won't
change will be the
nucleus of returning
players. Leading the
return will be Bob
Pontbriand, Don Dufresne, Gary Munsen,
Greg Gray, Bob Holden,
Don Lamontagne, Tom
Patterson, Dusty
Rhoades, Waring
Stearns, and Rusty
Winters. With these
members and others
returning, plus incoming freshmen who
will be eligible
to play, the prospects
for exciting hockey
for UMPG look good.
The success for
the hockey club and
all its development
should not overshadow
those persons who r.ave
been directly responsible for its beginning.
Special recognition
should be expressed
to Richard Costello and
Robert Folsom for all
their efforts and
guidance. Also thanks
to people like Mr.
Chappy Menninger, Mo
Littlefield, and Bill
Bullock who h~lpea
find funds for the
team, along with the
Student Affairs Committee.
President
Calisti also deserves
thanks for getting
UMPG recognized as the
first Maine campus to
have hockey as an intercollegiate sport.
And finally thanks to
Jim Morrison and Lee
Roy who happened to
be in the right place
at the right time and
managed somehow to pull
it all together.

TERMPAPERS
A student to work in the
mailroom on the Portland
campus making address
plates . Typing ability
necessary. Must be able
to work at least 15 hours
a week.
Apply To : Mrs. Bertha F.
.-Iiggins, Alumni Director,
Corthell Hall, Gorham, Me.

Researc hed.written and professional l y
typed . Al l writers have a minimum
BS, BA deg ree. Instant Se rvi ce .

Gym nasts

CALL TOLL FREE
(anywhere in the
mation and rates)

country for

800-638-0852

I

nfor•

or
Call Collect (3011 656-5770
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, INC,
5530 Wi sconsin Ave. • Suite 1690
Washington , D. C. 20015

I

The UMPG tennis
team defeated Bowdoin
College 8-2 Thursday .
The netmen, picked to
be one of the stronger
tennis teams in New
Engalnd, had an easy
time with their opponents only losing
one singles and doubles match.
In singles, Glenn
Mayberry, Paul Whit more, Greg Herbert,
Greg Welch, Dale Bragg
and Bob Neilsen all
broke through to score
decisive victories
while Bill Carr lost
a close one. In
doubles, Steve Jackson
and Mayberry and Welch
and Herbert won easily
while Bragg and Whitmore ran into stiffer
competition.
Bowdoin has been
runnerups in the Maine
Intercollegiate Athletic Association for '
three out of the last
four years and is considered a good bet to
push Colby this year .
UMPG will not be
allowed to play in the
tournament this year,
although they will get
their chance to play
defending MIAA· champ
Colby at Waterville
Thursday . These first
two matches are a prelude to the regular
season which opens
April 13 against Nasson
at ·home. ·

All gymnasts interested in participating
in the gymnastic exhibition on Parent 's Day ,
report Tuesday to the
Hill Gymnasium at 7 :00
p.m.
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UMPI Drops UMPG
For · Cha01pionship
The UMPG girls'
varsity basketball
team lost a heartbreaker Thursday,
March 16, as UM Presque
Isle defeated them
51-48 for the State
of Maine Women's Intercollegiate Championship. BeckY.
Palmer of PI le·d all
scorers as she scored
23 points in an excellent all around
effort.
The game started
slowly as neither
team could heat up.

Accuracy from the foul
line hurt Pogo especially as they trailed 7-12 at the end of the
first quarter.
Marcia Hamlyn and
Michelle Morris came
in during the second
quarter to spark UMPG
as they rattled off 10
quick points. At the
half it was UMPG 24
UMPI 22.
The ga~e co~tinued
very close during the
third quarter as Jan
Saurman and Collen
Golding were strong

Badillinton Teaill Faced
Tough Opposition
Four women from
UMPG's varsity badminton team entered the
State Tournament held
at the Orono campus
on March 17th and 18th.
In singles it was
Sylvia Jones losing
the first round of the
double elimination contest to tournament
winner Carolyn Sauer
of Bates ( 11-3, 11-0)
and Betty Rowan losing
her first rounu in a
close match -~o Linda
Reynolds of UMPI (11-2,
5-11, 11-3).
The second round saw
both girls victorious
as Sylvia defeated
Badger of Colby (11-2,
10-12, 11-6) while
Betty took Michaud of
UMO (3-11, 11-7, 11-9).
In the third round
Sylvia defeated Betty

(12-11, 11-4) who was
then eliminated from
the tournament with
her second loss.
In
round four Sylvia met
Debbie Davis of UMO
who took her in two
straight games (11-4,
11-5) thus eliminating
Sylvia from the tournament while Debbie went
on to the runner-up
spot.
In doubles play,
the team of Carla
Gregory and Peggy
McAdam was eliminated
after the second round
after losing to Debbie
Albert and Elaine Nadeau of UMPI (15-8,
17-15) and L{nda Pushard and Frances Grimm
of UMF (15-8, 15-9).
The UMF team went on
to place second while
the Bates team took
doubles' honors.

Girls Fare Badly In
· New England Tourney
The women's basketball team traveled to
Rhode Island two weeks
ago to represent Maine
in the 2nd annual New
England Intercollegiate Basketball Tournament.
In first round
play UMPG suffered a
43-35 loss to a strong
and experienced Keene
(N.H.) State College.
The end of the first
quarter saw Keene a
solid 12 points ahead
as UMPG couldn't seem
to get off the ground
until well into the
second quarter. A
strong fourth quarter
showing put UMPG solidly back in the ball
game but time ran out
before they could
overcome the large
deficit from the first
half.
In consolation play
it was Plymouth State
College 50-31 over
UMPG in a game that
brdke open only in the
fourth quarter. With
the score tied at the

half UMPG hung on
through the third
quarter when the
strength and stamina
of Plymouth proved too
much for the Maine
squad which was held
at bay for the remainder of the game.
Tournament winners
were Southe1n Connecticut state College and
Queens College of New
York.
The consolation
winner was little
known Lyndon State
College of Vermont.

for Pogo; the quarter
ending at a 34 tie.
The lead swapped
hands several times
during the last quarter as neither team
could really build a
big margin.
It went
right down to the wire
but Becky Palmer continued her tremendous
long-range shooting and
Presque Isle emerged
victorious.
Jan Saurman led the
Pogo scorers with 13
points. Colleen Goldinq had 11 and Michelle
Morris 10 whiJe Jan
Souza scored 8 points
and Marcia· Hamlyn 4.
Pat Metcalf added a
basket for the Pogoans.
Other team members
that did not figure
into the scoring were
Cheryl Gray, Kathy
Fairbrother, Donna McGibney and Debbie Shaw.
The team finished the
season with a 7-2 record as their only
two losses were to
Presque Isle by a
total of seven points.
The junior varsity finished with a winning
record also as they
were 2-1.

Demonstrate against
the War
ITV

Paddleball Standings
Two Plus One 12-2
Vitiated Jocks 9-2
Junior Moths
5-4
Cloud Nine
4-4
Paddleba.L.LS
5-7
Beaver •'ie~;
2-3
Rejects
3-6
112 A
5-10
Swengali
0-6

Handball Standings
Zig Zag Press
Two Plus One
Dunno
Wall St.
Seventh Planet
Egregious
Spilers
Motleys

8-1
8-3
7-3
7-6
5-4
6-5
5-·11
3-12

Softball coming

Empty promises.
ThaB what you get when
other beauty products talk about lemon.

Portland intramural
softball league rosters
are due this Friday at
5:00 p.m. Play begins
next Monday.
Roster
forms are available
at Physical Education
Office.

Demo eratie Volu nteers

The newly elected
Democratic City Committee Chairman is
seeking ten volunteers
to aid him in getting
donation advertising
For Golf Enthusrasts
for the state convention program.
A sponsored Golf Film and
"This involves using
lecture demonstration will the telephone with a
be presented on April 5,
selected list of names,"
by Bill Johnson of Hanover, stated Daniel Short
New Hampshire Country Club who was elected to the
at UMPG, Physical Educapost this last week.
tion Building, Portland,
He may be reached
at 7:30 p.m .. Sponsored
by calling 774-9873
by the National Golf
( office ) , 7 7 2 - 8 8 5 3
Foundation, admission is
(home) or by writing
free!
him at 51 Coyle Street,
Portland 04101.

Pregnant?
Need Help?
An unwanted pregnancy in today ' s wodd "a
sale and simple procedure when performed by
licensed phys1c1•ns ,n accred,ted hospitals
FIND Olll THE FAr.TS ABOUT ILLEGAL !FR
MINA !ION Of UNWAN TEO PRf GNANCY BEFORE
YOU 0ECOME A ST '11S!IC:

Our counselors are protess1onally !rained to
assist you durong this tome ol nP.ed

REMEMBER:
Help is as near as your phone
CALL COLLECT (215) 878-5800
Problem Pregnacy Counseling
A Non Profit Organization

Playh ouse Theatre
Gorham, Maine

Tel. 839-4000

This corning Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
April 7, 8, 9
Evening shows at 7 & 9
Matinee Sun. only 2:00
Adm. $1. 25

Children $.75

Walter Matthau
Ingrid Bergman
Goldie Hawn
Ill

Cactus Flower

11:

Only Lemon UR.has the natural iuice of one whole lemon..•
controls oily skin and hair naturally.
Most lemon beauty products
just give you lemon perfume. Or a dab
of lemon extract.
Only Lemon Up gives you the natural
juice of one whole lemon in every
bottle. And lemon juice is nature's
own grease-cutter.
So Lemon Up Shampoo cleans
cleaner and rinses fresher, for brighter,
longer-lasting shine.
Lemon Up Facial Cleanser whisks
away dirt and oil and leaves your skin
naturally fresh and glowing.
And there's Lemon Up Anti-Blemish
Lotion, a special cleanser for
complexion problems.
It cleans pores and kills bacteria
on skin with its anti-bacterial formula.
Lemon Up, the only lemon beauty

products in the world with the natural
juice of one whole lemon. And that's
a promise we keep.

Lemon Up
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Volunteers Needed
Pine Tree Legal
Assistance, Inc.
needs several volunteer students to
assist in the preparation of a case to
protect the rights of
mental patients at the
Augusta State Hospital.
This work would consist of interviewing
patients as well as
hospital staff, in
cooperation with the
attorney who represents the patients.
If you are interested
in doing this work,
· contact: Bob Mittel,
Pine Tree Leal Assistance c}nc. , 565
Congress Stzeet,

Portland, Maine 04101,
Tel : 7 7 4- 8 211.

Tutoring Help
Do you need tutoring to prevent failure
in any of your courses?
Contact the Veteran
Coordinator in the
Student Affairs Office
or call Extension 333
for the availability
and scheduling of
tutorial services. You
may receive up to $5.0 a
month for a maximum of
9 months, if you are a
veteran. Arrangements
for tutorial services
by tutors must be certified by the university in order to receive benefits.

Jack Anderson drinks with Viking Editor Eddie Beard after making a major speech to over
a thousand listeners at the UMPG gymnasium.
Upper right Anderson speaks to newsman at a press
conference held at the Portland airport.

ROTC Polled Here
continued from page one

Harriet Henry, new Chairwoman of the
Long-Range planning committee.

continued from page one
State of Maine, which
of these needs and
demands should the
University respond
to in the next ten
years and to define
the mission of the
university.
The second phase,
which would begin September 1 and end December 1, will be to
"list in descending
order of importance
the objectives of UMPG
to 1982 (and) in full
consultation with the
university community,
prepare a general plan.
This plan, according to Calisti, should
consider utilization
of existing facilities
and resources and need
for new types, placement of personnel and
programs to achieve
objectives and a ten
year timetable for beginning new programs,
··o r expanding, diminishing, or phasing out
existing programs.
The committee will
be meeting this Thursday evening at the
~orham campus.
They
will be having a social
hour and dinner after
which they will be welcomed by Calisti; then
they will hold their
first meeting.
Henry, who has worked with the National
Security Agency, was
a member of the UMP
Citizens Advisory Committee. She has been
admitted to the bars

of Maine, Washington,
D.C. and Virginia and
is eligible to practice
before the Supreme
Court.
Harrison Richardson, who was prevented
from becoming a University of Maine Trustee by the Republican
controlled Executive
Council, will be joined
by eleven other citizens.
They are John
Alden, Gorham; Robert
Couturier, Lewiston;
Irene Fontaine, Portland; Frank Fowles Jr,
Portland; Caroline
Glassman, Portlanct;
June Gridley, Portl~'-d;
Judith Isaacson, Lewiston; Robert Masterson,
Cape Elizabeth; Maurice
Roux, Biddeford Pool;
Vincent Tatarczuk,
South Portland and
William Troubh, Portland.
Faculty members
chosen for the panel
are Gloria Duclos (Classics), Reginald Fickett (Education), Robert Findlay (Business),
Irwin Novak (Geogogy),
Charles O'Reilly (English), John Romanyshyn
(Social Welfare), Andrew Spanogle (Law)
and Paul Walker (Reading) .
Student members presently named are Jane
Barker, Edward Karras
and Linda Stafan. The
President's Office refused to divulge the
name of the fourth student. •

to combat it will have
to be gained before
ROTC comes to UMPG.
Calisti released
the first page of a
previously withheld
two-page memo from his
assistant Art Mayo late
last week.
The President refused to release
the second page of the
memo stating that there
was information contained on that page that
was confidential and he
did not want released
to the UMPG community.
The partial text of
that memo, dated February 29, that the
President is allowing
the UMPG community to
learn about is as
follows:
"On Monday, February 28, Colonel Kattar,
who is 1n charge of the
ROTC detachment at Bowdoin, met with Dr. MacLeod, Dr. Bigelow and
_ myself to discuss the
possibility cf extending the opportunity for
UMPG students to participate in Bowdoin's
ROTC program.
"It appears that Bowdoin has approved the
concept of allowing
students at other institutiqns to participate in their ROTC
program. As a result
of this approval by
President Howell, students at Nasson College
are going to participatE
in the program, and
UMF is currently investigating the possibility. President Olsen

will, as I understand
it, raise the question
at Administrative Council as to whether or
not Farmington can participate in the program.
"The Bowdoin program, which is being
offered to the other
colleges, does not involve any academic credit, since academic
credit is not being
offered to those Bowdoir
students who participatE
in the program.
The
military detachment
would like to offer
the one-hour course
per week for freshman
and sophomores at UMPG,
and given the distance
between Nasson and
Bowdoin, would also
like to have those students take their course
work at UMPG. Beyond
the one hour of actual
course ''work, there is
the requirement of two
hours of drill per
week. There is also a
requirement of attending an evening lecture
on the Bowdoin campus
one night per month,
to which transportation
would be provided for
our students.
"For those students
who would commence the
program as freshman
there is the re~. uirement that they attend
six weeks of summer
camp between their
junior and senior year.
At the end of their
sophomore year, they
make a commitment to
serve two years of ac-

Offi eialtivSBYrS·Imag e Chan ge
The changing mood
towards education is
showing itself, according to a high universi ty official.
"When
we consider the total
state position, the

November.
"A great
deal depends on Muskie
heading the national
ticket but even without
him the prospects look
good," the official
explained.

University received
its share of
what the
State could afford,"
the official, who
asked to remain nameless, asserted.
"Even more encouraging is a change in
the overall attitude
toward the University.
There was a shift in
the public attitude
toward us.
Individual
contacts by faculty
members, students and
campus administrators
with their local legislators helped a
great deal," the
official explained.
The university administrator predicted
passage of the $8.3
million bond issue in

~------------•

If you

are

PREGNANT
and
NEED HELP
Call Collect
7 days, 24 hours

215-877-7700
Women's
Free Choice
A Non-Profit
Organization

~tion.
During their
junior and senior years
they are paid $100 a
month for participating
in the program. The
class work increases
to either two or three
hours per week. Those
students who do not
exercise the option to

commence the program
during the first two
years but would like to
enter for their last
two years must take six
weeks of summer camp at
the end of their sophomore year, as well as
six weeks at the end of
their junior year ... "

Schlesinger will speak in Gorham gym at 8: 00 Saturday.
continued from page one
sights into the American past. He earned
his A.B. degree from
Harvard summa cum
laude in 1938, and
his honors thesis was
published a year later
as Orestes Brownson:
A Pilgrim's Progress.
A year at Cambridge
University and a stint
as a Fellow of Harvard
University followed
graduation.
In 1942,
Schlesinger went to
work for the Office of
War Information in
Washington and served
in the Office of Strategic Services (OSS)in
London, Paris and
Germany.
During this
period, he was working
on The Age of Jackson,
a monumental study
which won him the Pulitzer Prize for history in 1946. The
book has been widely
discussed, highly
praised and roundly
criticized, but it
remains the most important work written
on the Jacksonian era
during this century.
In it, Professor
Schlesinger combined
wide research with
colorful and at times
moving writing and a
strong commitment to

New Deal liberalism
and to the concept of
American progress.
These same qualities
characterize his concept of American progress. These same
qualities characterize
his massive Age of
Roosevelt, the fourth
volume of which he is
now completing.
Professor Schlesinger's other publications are literally
too numerous to mention, but one at least
deserves to be noted.
A Thousand Days: John
F. Kennedy in the White
House is one man's memoir of the Kennedy
years, based upon Schlesinger's observations
as special assistant to
the President for Latin
American Affairs. Superbly written and full
of insights into JFK
as a man, a politician
. and a molder of domestic
and foreign policy, A
Thousand Days is essential reading for those
who would understand
the New Frontier.
Currently Professor
Schlesinger is Albert
Schweitzer Professor
of the Humanities in
the City University of
New York.

